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(By Associated Press)
Frankfort. — State Highway
Commissioner J. Lyter Donaldson, who has been rumored
soon will be a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for Governor, resigned Tuesday.
His leaving office removes any
question of legality of his candidacy which had been raised by
Attorney General Hubert Meredith on the ground that state
officials cannot retain their posts
while campaigning for another.
The resignation becomes effective at the end of March, at the
close of the highway department's fiscal year. Gov. Keen
Johnson stated he would appoint
Richard G. Williams of Somerset, rural highway commissioner,
to succeed Donaldson as head of
the department.
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Rev. Dr. Hargett is pastor of
the Fourth Avenue Methodist
Church, Louisville, one of the
strong churches of the Louisville
Annual Conference and it is
said his messages have an evangelistic appeal commanding attention of his audiences. The
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song leader, the Rev. Mr. Callender, comes highly recommendDown Wartime
ed as an evangelistic singer and
congregational singing under his
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Mn. Carlton Linton, Paducah, Rotary Club had previously giv•ent Monday here with Mrs. en the band $5 for its treasury,
sso Simmons and other friends. the Elks another $15.
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War Fund Quota School Building
Over-Subscribed At Farmersville
By Large Margin Destroyed By Fire
Every Employe Of
Princeton's Four Industrial Plants Contributes To Red Cross
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Donaldson Resigns
As Highway Chief

13-Year-Old Ewe Still Producing

Badly Worn Section
Of Important Road
To Be Repaired At
$25,000 Cost

Two-Story Frame Structure Burns To Ground
Monday; Loss Placed
At $27,000 '

Caldwell County Chapter,
School is out for Farmersville
American Red Cross again has grade pupils and high school enperformed according to its well rolees there probably will get
established tradition . . . and ex- only one more week's instruction
ceeded its War Fund quota in this term as result of fire Monthe current campaign by more day morning, which totally dethan $1,000, Frank G. Wood, stroyed the
two-story frame
drive chairman, said Wednesday building and most of its conmorning. It is confidently ex- tents. The school had an enpected the $5,000 mark will be rolment of 256, with eight teachsurpassed this week, Mr. Wood ers. Rev. A. D. Smith is principsaid.
al.
plants
Princeton's industrial
Supt. E. F. Blackburn said
reported, in each instance, 100 Tuesday the blaze had enveloped
percent donations by all em- about one-fourth of the school's
ployes. The Hosiery Mill dona- roof when it was discovered. The
tion, with every worker contri- Princeton Fire truck went to the
buting, was $285. Cedar Bluff scene but arrived too late to
Quarry, reported last week with save any part of the building.
a $97.75 donation, also had 100 Replacement cost is estimated at
percent of its employes giving.
$25,000 and Mr. Blackburn said
Cumberland Manufacturing Co. he believed, in view of wartime
reported its employes all gave to restrictions and labor shortage,
the fund, those living in Cald- it would be very difficult to rewell county adding $54.75 to the build in time for opening of
total here, and workers from school, next September.
Lyon county contributing to the
The fire is believed to have
chapters at Eddyville and Kut- resulted from a defective flue.
tawa. The same practice was in Examinations were in progress
effect at the Kentucky Whip & and smoke entering the studyCollar Co., where Caldwell em- hall was first indication of the
ployes gave $37.00, Chairman blaze, Mr. Blackburn said. All
Wood reported.
pupils marched out in order,
County schools have "done without incident, and
$1,500
wonderfully well," the chairman worth of equipment, including
said, but complete reports of typewriters, cabinets and laboradonation%from these sources will tory appurtenances, was saved.
not be atonable until next week. About $2,000 worth of desks,
An additional list of donors, chairs, etc., were lost. Insurance
furnished by Chairman Wood, was $5,000.
follows:
Grade pupils were scheduled
$10 Donations
to complete this term's work
Mrs. Grace Brown, Mrs. Lillie Wednesday, March 24, with high
Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. William school pupils finishing April
Pickering, "Henry Sevison, Mrs. 20, the superintendent said.
Aylene Akin, Mrs. Laban Kevil, Tentative plans call for final
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Cantrell, examinations to be given high
Charlie White, Mitchell Bros., L. school pupils next week, with
W. Bodenhamer, Princeton Lead- commencement exercises f o r
er, K. B. Jacobs, Dr. C. F. Engel- graduating seniors to follow, Mr.
hardt, Granstaff's Cafe, Ken- Bleckburn said.
tucky Gas Co., Wood Drug Store,
Mrs. J. R. Kevil, Dr. I. Z. Barber, W. D. Dawson, Lillie F. Murphy, Dr. B. L. Keene,', Sula &
Eliza Nall, Alfred Shore, R.
Yourig, Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Joggers, W. P. Spickard, J. H.
Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. S. J.
To Release Only Names
Lowry, Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
Of Men Who Pass
Wilson, Dr. F. T. Linton, Nancy
Scrugham, Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
Final Tests
McConnell, Miss Amy Nichols,
Names of Caldwell county men
George Daves, Mrs. W. ID. Henry,
Angeline
Henry, Mrs. P. R. scheduled for induction into the
Shelby, Homer Nichols, John Army will not be published in
McDowell, Mrs. George Harral- the future until final physical
passed
at
son, Mr. and Mrs. R. C. W,illams. examinations are
Nellie E. t3i.nton, Myrtle Nichols, Evansville, according to a new
Matt Guess, Mrs. Louise Lowery, official regulation received this
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd Guess, T. week at the office of the draft
board here.
R. Feagan and Hugh Cherry.
Since Selective Service origi$5 Donations
Mrs. C. R. Nichols, A. P. Day, nated, names have been announcMrs. W. P. Sparks, J. L. Hayes, ed soon after men designated to
were notified each month.
T. A. Downs, Mrs. Will Loftus, go
Another list, giving names of
Mrs. Barney Jones, Mrs. I. B.
those who passed final examinaTanner, Mrs. Dan Sweeney, Mrs.
tions, was released for publicaPlease turn to page 5
tion usually the day contingents
went to Evansville.
May Announces For
Officials said men who failed
Lieutenant Governor
to pass final tests and were sent
Frankfort, March 23—Commis- home suffered needless embarsioner of Agriculture William H. rassment because the first list
May, 34, today announced his had been published.
candidacy for the Democratic
nomination for lieutenant govo Acres Of Hemp
ernor. He was first to announce
edged In Caldwell
for this office from either party.
Caldwell farmers have pledged
to grow 120 acres of hemp, in
Meat Retailers Must
the 1943 war program, Curtis
Get Charts By March 29 George, AAA chairman, said
Every retailer of fresh or cur- Tuesday, after two weeks of
ed pork meats must call at the this campaign. The county's goal
local War Price and Rationing is 400 acres, Mr. George said.
•
Board before March 29, and secure a copy of the chart of re- City Loses Suit To
tail ceiling prices of pork cuts,
the ration office said Tuesday. Collect Street Tax
It will be impossible for mer(By Associated Press)
chants to sell pork cuts on and
Frankfort, March 23 — If a
after March 29 without this creek separates your land from a
chart, which will not be mailed, street, said the Court of Appeals
the announcement said.
today, then your property is
exempt from street improvement
assessments.
,acy T. Cunningham Is
The opinion upheld Caldwell
amed I. C. Policeman
(By Associated Press)
Circuit Court's denial of the city
Frankfort, March 23—Governor of Prinfeton's claim for a $1 per
Johnson Tuesday named Lacy T. front foot assessment against
Cunningham to be a policeman Willis M. Martin for a three-acre
for the Illinois Central Railroad tract, separated by Eagle Creek
from Cadiz street.
at Kuttawa.

Ban Publication
Of Draftee Lists

y

Donaldson Acts
In Response To
Appeal Of Clubs

A record for long productivity has been established by this
Southdown ewe in the flock of Deanhill Farm, Marion road, with
her lamb, born February 5, this year. (Photo by Frank Gordon)

Truckers Urged To Obtain
Permits For Tire Recaps Now
Truck operators are urged to
apply to the county ration office
immediately for permits covering
recaps for their tires, if these
need such treatment, Robert
Jacobs, clerk, said Tuesday.
State OPA headquarters has
warned that regulations coverin abuse of truck tires have
not changed and any person who
runs tires to such an extent that
carcasses are destroyed before
having them recapped, is to be

automatically declared ineligible
for consideration for new tires
of any grade or type.
Lower quotas on truck tires
are expected by the local board
the remainder of this year, Mr.
Jacobs said, and hence, the truck
tire situation will become more
serious daily. Recaps are the
only answer, accordnig to advice
received by the local ration office.
sp.

Miss Perle Wants To
Speed 'Lost' Sweaters
To Fighters Overseas

Garden Meeting Is
Scheduled Friday

Miss Perle Hawthorne, at
the George Coon Library,
has two new Army sweaters,
left there by error. The librarian doesn't know whether these belong to the Red
Cross, as part of that organization's knitting project,
or should be on their way
to fighting men overseas.
She asks that the person or
persons who left the Sweaters
at the library come for them.

Sevison To Attend
Victory Bond Meeting
Henry Sevison, county chairman for the Victory Bond camdistrict
paign, will attend a
meeting to perfect plans for the
second large offering of , this
type war security, at Hopkinsville Thursday. The campaign,
nation-wide, is to begin April
12, and the Treasury's goal is
purchase of $13,000,0,00,000 worth
of the bonds, Mr. Sevison said
Tuesday.

local USO Leaders

Princeton Residents
Will Be Advised On
Growing Food
County Agent J. F. Graham,
Miss Nancy Scrugham, home
demonstration agent and W. D.
Armstrong, horticulturist, Experiment Substation farm, in cooperation with the Civilian defense Council will conduct a
meeting at 7:30 o'clock Friday
night in the courthouse, to give
garden information to persons
in Princeton interested in producing food for their families.
Mr. J. F. Graham said many
requests are coming to the extension office from Princeton
citizens for advice on when to
plant, what to plant, varieties to
use, and how much to plant, for
an adequate supply of vegetables
for use during the summer and
for canning. Such information
will be provided at this meeting.
All who attend the meeting
will be given circulars on gardening, the county agent said.
These may also be had by calling
at the Extension office.

To Attend Meeting

Army, Navy Tests To
Be Given April 2 At
Election Of Officers
School
Is Scheduled For Wed- Friendship
Harry Hale, aeronautics
nesday, March 31
Rev. Chas.
structor and

'Miss Mary Wilson Eldred,
Charles Pepper, Miss LaRue
Stone and Mrs. Juanita Wilson,
representing the local USO organization, and Saul Pogrotsky,
Merle Drain and Al Thomas
Page, the Retail Merchants Association, will attend a district
USO conference at Hopkinsville
tonight.
Purpose of the meeting is to
discuss necessary expansion of
USO and the proposed opening
of a USO Center in Princeton,
Miss Eldred said.
The local unit will hold a reorganizing meeting Wednesday
night, March 31, to elect new
officers, it is annuonced.

House Approves Bill
To Aid Burley Growers

inP.
Brooks, Princeton, at Friendship
High School, will serve as supervisors for qualifying examinations to be given Friday, April 2,
at 10:20 o'clock, for the Army
Specialized Training program and
the Navy College Training program.
Students desiring to take these
tests leading to college work at
institutions under contract to the
Army and the Navy may make
application for them through Mr.
Hale. Successful candidates will
be enlisted, or inducted into
the Army or the Navy, and
sent to college at the expense of
the respective service.
While in college they will
be in uniform with pay on active duty under military discipline.

(By Associated Press)
Elwood Cook Enters
Washington, March 23—WithSchool
Of Optometry
out objection, the House approved Monday a bill which would " Elwood Cook, son of Mr. and
permit all growers of Burley to- Mrs. Elmer Cook, Madisonville
bacco to plant at least half an St., will leave Friday for Memacre this year. The bill was sent phis, where he will enter the
to the Senate. Its author, Repre- Southern School of Optometry.
sentative Flannagan (D., Va.) For the last six months, he has
said he expected speedy Senate been employed in defense work
passage.
in Morganfield and Sturgis.

Surface treatment of 10.7
miles of the Princeton-Cadiz
highway lying within Caldwell county has been set up
by Commissioner J. Lyter
Donaldson, The Leader was
advised Wednesday.
Action of the highway commissioner came as result of
letters sent to him last week
by Princeton Kiwanis and
Rotary clubs, urging that this
important piece of road receive immediate attention because of its rough condition
and the fact that unless it
could be given quick repairs,
the State's investment in the
experimental dirt-cement
treatment, applied some three
years ago, would be a total
loss.
Mn. Donaldson said the work
will be done by the State's special maintenance crew, with no
contract let, and that $25,000 has
been set aside to pay for the
surface, which will be new-type
blacktop. The highway chief
said he could give no definite
date when work will start but
assured The Leader it would be
as soon as possible.
Princeton and Caldwell county
residents who have occasion to
use this principal highway are
fortunate in that the local civic
clubs brought pressure to bear
at a highly strategic time, since
Commissioner Donaldson's resignation as highway head was announced Wednesday, to become
effective March 31, and but for
this timely action, a new surface for this piece of road might
have been long delayed, officials
here said today.

Farm Bureau To
Push Campaign
Membership Canvass
By Leaders Will End
Next Week
E.'win Lamb, chairman of the
Farm Bureau Membership committee said Tuesday the membership drive in the county will
close March 31, when it is expected the rural quota of 250
members will have been reached.
The goal set by the county is 300.
Mr. Lamb said up to this
week very little personal solicitation has been done and that
169 renewals and new members
have been enrolled, resulting
from news items and letters reminding farmers that 1943 memberships are due. Directors and
membership committee, in a
meeting Saturday, made definite
plans to complete the drive by
the end of the month. In addition
to solicitation by the directors
and membership committee, each
member is asked to obtain one
new member.
Mr. Lamb said every community of the county is represented
by a director and that the membership is growing in all sections.

Posthumous Award To
Widow Of W. S. Denham
The late William 0. Denham,
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Denham, Hopkinsville street, and
brother of George Denham, postoffice employe here, was posthumously honored with the annual McRell Award by the city
officials of Ocean Grove, N. J.,
where he was for 8 years a
member of the police force. Mr.
Denham died Nov. 25, 1942. The
award was $50 cash and went
to the widow, Mrs. Agnes Denham.

McConnells Visit Here
Lieut. and Mrs. G. W. McConnell, Albuquerque, N. M.,
visited friends here Monday.
They are the guests of Mrs. Meo.
Connell's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
K. S. Mason, Eddyville.
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_Willingruiss, To Po
Is Basic Factor
Vance Armentrout, president of the Kentucky Press Association, newspaperman of
long (and high) standing and editorial
writer for the Courier-Journal, hit the nail
fairly upon its head in an article he wrote
for his newspaper recently when he said:
"We shall have to first raise the local
school spirit to the imperative degree, emphasized by a will to self-help,'6 and "We
can raise the money if we try." He was
writing about the alarming rate of loss
of teaching personnel in Kentucky's schools.
Continuing, the writer said: "Parents make
sacrifices to send their children to college,
why not for the more important part of
their education?"
The logic, we think, is basic: Our schools
are as good as we are willing to pay for.
Perhaps they are better.
The ancient argument that Kentucky
teachers are not paid enough waxes hot
today, with leading State educators calling
for a special session of the Legislature to
do something about the matter.
It is easy to agree that our teachers are
underpaid. But could we hold them, in today's kind of market for educated brains,
technicians, chemists, executives? We think
not; for just as the deferment recently pro.vided for farm workers cannot keep men
on farms against $9 and $10 war factory
wages, so $100 a month for teachers would
be too light an inducement.
There are such things as school spirit,
high morale, attractive environment; and
these factors do enter into building and
holding desirable teaching staffs.
But we think the whole matter hinges
upon the desire of parents for good schools,
plus their willingness to pay for the same.

Unique Political
Development Seen
At Frankfort last weekend, the editor of
The Leader was privileged to witness what,
to his experienced eyes, was a unique political development . . . and one that presages
much benefit to Kentucky: Large delegations of established leaders of cities and
towns in central Kentucky coming to the
office of the commissioner of highways, uninvited and entirely of their own volition,
to urge J. Lyter Donaldson to make the race
for Governor this year.
We saw men of highest attainments, long
widely known as among the best citizens of
the State, in groups from Nelson, Fayette,
Boyd and other populous counties. They
spoke their minds in no uncertain terms,
gave evidence they feel the call to service is
so strong as to prohibit the Carroll county
lawyer-banker, statesman turning a deaf ear.
There is no evidence of dissention among
office holders at Frankfort . . . All, apparently, are sure Mr. Donaldson is the best
man for Governor.
The Leader predicts Mr. Donaldson will
resign his important post at the end of
this month (the Highway Department's
fiscal year terminating April 1) and announce his candidacy. It also predicts his
nomination and election will follow as surely as August and November voting days
roll 'round.

Our Astounding
Western Kentucky
It is in no wise strange to us that an
editorial writer for the Courier-Journal expresses astonishment and says many Kentuckians will be surprised to learn of western Kentucky's timber resources and that
one-third of the State's sawmills today are
operating in Caldwell, Lyon, Trigg, Hopkins
and Muhlenberg counties.
To most central Kentuckians, we learned
to our chagrin while in college at Lexington,
all of Kentucky which lies west of Louisville is wilderness containing nothing worth
mentioning . . . and they would sell you
their share of Louisville for a quarter.
Only in the Sunday sections, and now and
then in a periodical, has the saga of Grand
Rivers, the legend of Kelly's discovery of
what is now the Bessemer process in a
small stone furnace near Kuttawa, the
historical fact of Chinese coolies making
iron in the famous Between-the-Rivers
section, and many another colorful tale
ever come to light, and then only as a
faded picture on memory's wall, discolored
by time's relentless touch and tinged with

the regret of oldsters dialt 'pointed that their
tales claimed so little attention.
We know it will come as astounding AtSys
too that more than 100 years ago, a private
racetrack flourished upon a farm in Hickman county whose fertile soil now produces
fine cotton, as well as top corn and tobacco,
fine livestock and ever finer folk.
Picture pages also have shown the huge
iron anchor with which the Confederate
forces at Columbus vainly attempted to halt
Grant's gunboats as they steamed up the
mighty Mississippi; but they tell little of
that era when a President chose the town
which now is the site of one of our less
noted State Parks as the capital city of
the Nation.
They used to say, when the writer of this
piece was a boy, that only our bad roads
kept this end of Kentucky from being
known throughout the world as another
beautiful and fertile area, equally attractive
as Blue Grass region; yet even today, when
concrete ribbons adorn the verdant valleys
of our rivers and sweep the traveler into
a veritable paradise of beauty and charm,
the State's chief newspaper marvels at
matters which are commonplace facts to
those of us who love the Pennyrile and the
Purchase, and who still fondly dream of
that pleasant day when the abundant attractions of western Kentucky will be
shared with those who are drawn by the
loveliness of trees, streams, rolling hills and
rich valleys and a people whose hospitality
and traditions of valor and good living take
rank second to none.
And, if our forests have been depleted,
first to make coke to keep the early iron
furnances going and then for crossties for
thousands of miles of railroad, so that at
long last the Department of the Interior
sends a forester here to teach us how to
conserve the remaining 300,000 acres of
valuable woodland, we have not been less
thrifty in conserving the rich blessings of
Mother Nature than our brothers elsewhere
in Kentucky, as the Courier-Journal editorial points out.
And we are thankful that our farm lots
still have a valuable asset to the Nation in
its time of need and rejoice in the knowledge that our farmers will cooperate with
Forester Bennett, yes, and with the woodworking plants in Louisville which, indications are, will grow increasingly important
in war and in the peace to follow.

!ft
Other Editors Say:
A Fundamental Study

(From the Sioux Falls, S. D., Daily Argus)
Reprinted elsewhere on this page today
is an article entitled "What We Are Fighting For." It was written by Laurie J. Blakely of Lexington, Ky., and published originally in The Herald of his city.
The New Deal did not recognize these
fundamentals. Instead it ridiculed them.
It sought to impress upon the minds of
the people that they were dependent upon
the government instead of the government
dependent upon them. Because there was
much economic distress at the time the
New Deal came into power, such a policy
naturally commanded a considerable degree
of thoughtless popularity.
Just about the time the New Deal's house
of cards was about to topple of its own
weight there came the preparation for war.
The necessity for the development of defense compelled more and more spending.
But what of the days to follow the war?
If the New Deal is to prevail, the program
will be a bigger WPA, more socialism, more
dependency on the government and additional steps away from the principles which Mr.
Blakely sets forth so ably in his article.
All of us worry much—and properly—
about international problems after the war.
It would be well for us to do some worrying
also about domestic problems. In Washington are countless bureaucrats and other employees of the federal government who have
only contempt for the so-called capitalistic
system. During the war they are pressing
forward as vigorously as they can toward
a different form of government. The requirements of war make it necessary for
us to tolerate some policies that are contrary to those which must prevail in normal
times in a republic. Let us not forget,
though, that there are men in Washington
who are seeking to make these changes
permanent.

:emir 1
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room, The Associated Press office in New
This is the newsphoto desk in the world's largest news
pictures that appear in this and hundreds
York. Over this desk pass thousands of pictures—news
the 20,000-mile Wirephoto system with
more Associated Press newspapers. Here is the heart of
facilities for picture transmission from
picture sendings machines in 45 cities and with emergency
newspaper for use with today's
other points. Pictures flashed over this system are relayed to this
photos—AP Telemats.
news. It is the world's greatest picture service. Watch for these

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
Dick Gregory is going to earn reputation as operator of a highly successful marriage bureau if he keeps going
at his recent rate. Dick is very fortunate however in regaining Marguerite
Joiner Foster, who left K. U. about
two years ago to get married—to take
place of most recent bride, Virginia
Wylie McLean.
After poking fun at Henry Sevison
last summer in connection with his
gardening activities, Penn}eriler was
considerably embarrassed last week
to learn his Much Better Half had
applied to the "veteran" husbandman
for garden lessons.
Local ration office was busy Monday issuing pretty red, white and
blue placards to official tire inspection centers here. Holders of A books
have until March 31 only, to get
their initial inspection of tires, necessary for further gas rations and for
tire replacements.
1111
Penney's Store has personable new
employe in the person of Martha
Littlepage, White Plains, and the
First National Bank has another . . .
the attractive Jayne Walker, who gave
up her WPA referral job to assume
bank status when Randolph Hutchinson went to an Evansville .defense
defense
plant. Mrs. Sarah Smith,
for several years an employe of First
National, went to a teller's wicket
Monday.
Mary Wilson Eldred was presented
a gold lapel badge, for meritorious
service, by the district USO leader
last week . . . And well deserves it.
1111
Leonard Groom saved St. Patrick's
Day for a very sad (Scotch) Irishman
when he presented Pennyriler with a
real shamrock March 17. Said he
grows 'em himself; and being a gentleman of rare parts, we didn't doubt
him.
1111k
The sadness grew (a word used advisedly) out of the fatal crash of
Lieut. Tim Pedley, III, nephew of
your reporter, for whom Congressman Noble Gregory gave me an appointment to West Point a little
more than 4 years ago. This laughing.
lovable boy visited here often, made
a wide circle of warm friends .
.
whose expressions of sympathy in this
first war tragedy to hit our family
are greatly appreciated.
1111
As the Battle for Tunesia is joined
numerous homes here will be saddened . . . because it is unreasonable
to expect this great and mortal strife
will leave our community untouched.
Perham the high price in loved ones
we must pay to retain liberty will
make us more appreciative of our
blessings, when peace comes again.
A provident lady we know is now
worrying lest the "green" country
hams she laid in recently to keep
until next year may cost ration points
out of her book later on.
Some were pressed by the income
tax payments last week while others
were cleaned, sayF an exchange. Even
so. the Red Cross was not forgotten
•
hereabouts.

BY

G. M. P

American women will save an estimated $50,000,000 a year in their
hosiery bill as a result of reductions
from 5 to 40 cents a pair for rayon
stockings, announced by OPA. For
instance, 45-gauge, full-fashioned type
rayons now selling at $100 and $1.15
a pair, will be sold after April 15
at from 81 to 92 cents a pair.
Ills
A leading monthly magazine is reported to have turned down 60
pages of advertising for its June issue.
. . And Life magazine has reduced
its press run by 500,000 copies, on account of paper rationing. The Leader
is running 10-page editions, instead
of 12; but has not had occasion to
turn down subscribers. Of course,
virtually
national advertising
all
ceased for community ne4spaper
shortly
after
Pearl Harbor
but
circulation is increasing steadily.

Washington In Wartime------

Bombs Over Boston?
By Jack Stinnett
(Associated Press Features)
Washington.—Will Nazi bombs fall
on the U. S. A.?
German threats of reprisals for the
bombing of Berlin have revived that
old controversy here in Washington.
The fact thjat these threats specifically
mentioned East Coast cities in the
United States (Boston, New York and
Washington) caused OCD Director
James M. Landis to caution civilians
to hop to the business of preparing
for any eventualities.
As for the air experts, there are
some differences of opinion as to
the probability of Nazi air raids, but
those differences are a good deal less
than a few months ago.
What could Germany gain by bombing the United States?
(1). A terrific morale weapon. Pictures of burning American cities carried
in the Nazi press would give the
German people a feeling that "isolated" America also was catching it. That
would answer their demands for reprisals, and convince them that Nazi
air power is capable of striking back.
(2). A raid would cause a clamor
here to keep more interceptor and
fighter planes at home, thus relieving
some of our pressure in the air on the
British, African and Pacific fronts. It
might also force diversion of antiaircraft weapons from vital (theaters
of war.
Those are powerful arguments in
favor of the probability of longrange Nazi bombings. Furthermore,
such long-range bombings, no longer
need be classified as "suicide missions," for global war maps show that
round trips with heavy bomb loads
Could be made to the east. coast and
even to midwestern cities.
On the other hand there are these
conjectures:
Something is wrong with Nazi air
power. No person who has followed
day-by-day reports from Russia, North
Africa and England can fail to conclude that the balance of air power
has been steadily swinging away from
the Axis. Material, gasoline, or manpower shortages must exist somewhere.
In other words, the Nazi threats may
he just that, designed to cause us to
strengthen our home defenses at the
expense of war front shipments.

—For Doctor-less Days

It's All Free
By Wilda Camery, R. N., Community
Service Socity of New York
(Associated Press Features;
Sunshine, fresh air and exercise,
free to all, are three of the most
powerful healing forces available to
man. Those of us who are city dwellers tend to cheat ourselves of our
share, especially in winter.
Restriction of gasoline and tires has
introduced many adult workers to the
thrill of arriving at work after a walk
through the morning sunshine. There's
also the joy of exploring nearby parks
and wooded country-sides with your
family during evenings and Sunday
afternoons.
As you exercise, watch' your posture
—remember the erect straight body
gives equal opportunity for all muscle;
to benefit from exercise. Sit tall,
stand tall, walk tall. You know the
picture—head held high, hips flat.
abdomen in, feet placed firmly and
well apart with toes straight ahead.
Just standing this way, breathing
deep, brushes away cobwebs.
The amount and kind of exercise
needed varies with individuals. Find
the activity which gives you the most
satisfaction and is safe for you and
enter into it wholeheartedly.
Plan for some time out of doors
everyday. Do as many of your row
tine tasks as possible out of doors and
when that is impractical, by an open
window.
By the way, the open window provides an excellent means for giving
your baby his sunbath even in cold
weather. You may safely begin when
he is about four weeks old. Open 3
window, both top and bottom, and
place the crib so that baby lies in the
patch of sunlight that comes through.
The room should be heated and all
other openings closed against drafts.
Begin by permitting the sun to shine
on his face, hands and arms for five
or ten minutes the first day. Be sure
his eyes are turned away from the
sun. As he grows accustomed to the
sun, baby's legs may be uncov..red
and on warm days, his shirt removed.
Lengthen the time to an hour or two
very gradually. Complete instructions
concerning sun bathing may be secured by writing to the Child:et-1's
Bureau, Washington, D. C.
Your baby also needs codliver oil
to supplement the sunshine he gets.
Yourdoctor will tell you how much
of this bottled sunshine to give.

HOME AFTER 15,M-MILE TRIP
tries on some of the accessories she
000-mile tour of U. S. bases. She es
miles by air and more than 50,000
entertaining service men in North
soldiers want .more letters from ho

News From
News representing lives, hopes.
who made up the populace of Princ
most 40 years ago and recorded now
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those
regular Leader feature. The articles
Princeton reporters, shortly after th
them
New Cottage
Princeton, Ky. May 16, 1911—
The Hawthorne residence, one of
the oldest in the city, is being
torn away, and Miss Perle Hawthorne will have a convenient,
modern cottage built on the lot.
W. E. McGregor has the contract.
Hurt By Horse
Princeton, Ky. July 21, 1911—
Richard Ratliff, the thirteen-year
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Ratliff, was the victim of quite
a serious accident this morning.
While riding, the pony slipped,
throwing him off, and rolled
him over. The animal weighs
perhaps a 1.000 pounds, and Richard was unconscious over an
hour. A gash was cut in the back
of his head, but the doctors do
not think him dangerously hurt.
•••
Princton, Ky., September I,
1911—Tom Cash arrived home
Saturday from Chicago, where
he has been the past five weeks
hiving his wounded hand treated
The fracture of the bones was
reduced and he now has complete use of his fingers.
•••
University Appointments
Princeton, Ky., Sept. 1, 1911—
County Superintendent Nannie
R. Catlett has appointed Earl
Hollowell and sister Miss Ludia,
lite
unritveK
rsee
ityn;ey, and Bryant Sims,
graduates of the Princeton High
School to Scholarships in the
Kentucky University at Lexington. There are five more appointments yet to be made to girls or
bnYs who wish to attend this
•••
Princeton. Ky. September 29,
191 1—Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Rice
and John Rice, of Fredonia,
Passed through the city last
sight in their motor enroute
home from
Louisville, where
they spent several days. It is a
brand new E. M.
F. which Buck
bought there.
• ••
Rome
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Grownup Babies
By Spoon River Sam
(Associated Press Features)
If grownups start cutting baby teeth
and saying nursery rhymes, it wont
surprise me none.
Some of 'em have been raiding lt.ibY
food at the grocery store, and there
ain't a baby. in their house at all.
We should of knowed that would
happen, on account food for babies
costs less ration points.
Why I know one middle aged couple
that always hated kids but now they're
trying to adopt three, providing they
re 15 and never heard of coffee. 50.5
they'll have more bxeve for theirselves.
Canned dog food don't cost any Points
at all, so don't be surprised if peoPle
start eating that too. You'd think some
already have, the way they bark and
growl over rationing.
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literary Guidepost

Calls Small Newspapers
Best Advertising Media

By John Selby
Associated Press Features
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031E AFTER I50,000-MILE TRIP—Movie actress Martha Rave
.ies on some of the accessories she brought back from her 150,00-mile tour of U. S. bases. She estimated she travelled 100,000
ties by air and more than 50,000 miles by auto, train and jeep,
ntertaining service men in North Africa for four months. U. S.
oldiers want more letters from home, she said.
—AP Telemat

ews From The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
ho made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county alost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
gular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
inceton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
em
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New Cottage
trip up North. Their trip is rePrinceton, Ky. May 16, 1911— ported as a most pleasent one
e Hawthorne residence, one of without the least mishap to their
e oldest in the city, is being car on the entire trip, which is
rn away, and Miss Perle Haw- indeed quite remarkable. They
ne will have a convenient, reported plenty of rain up North
fine.
odern cottage built on the lot. and the crops•looking
• •
. E McGregor has the contract.
.• •
Mrs. Eblen Entertains
-1 Princeton, Ky. August 14, 1914
Hurt By Horse
Princeton, Ky. July 21, 1911— —On Wednesday evening of this
hard Ratliff, the thirteen-year week Mrs. H. S. Eblen entertaind son of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie ed at "Hearts". Refreshments
tliff, was the victim of quite were served, and Mrs. Eblen was
serious accident this morning. assisted by Misses Eva Baker and
lie riding, the pony slipped, Maurine and Mary Lee Eblen.
rowing him off, and rolled Prizes were awarded, and Miss
m over. The animal weighs Agnes Donnnigan, of Paducah,
-haps a 1,000 pounds, and Rich- won the visitors prize and Miss
d was unconscious over an Mary Webb Watkins, of Dexter,
ur. A gash was cut in the back Mo., won for making the highhis head, but the doctors do est score in her game, Those pret think him dangerously hurt. sent were: Misses Katie and
•••
Sudie Cash, Elizabeth and Anna
Princton, Ky., September 1, Maude Guest, Lula and Bessie
11—Tom Cash arrived home White, Mary Lou and Amanda
turday from Chicago, where Akin, Eleanor and Eva Eaker,
has been the past five weeks Georgia Pasteur, Arney Towery,
Eldred, Clara
Mae
ving his wounded hand treated Frances
e fracture of the bones was Smith, Dorothy Ratliff, Louise
duced and he now has corn- Davis, Gertrude Maxwell, Oma
Ray Withers, Dimple Vivian,
etc use of his fingers.
Margie Amoss, Gladys and Carrie
•••
Pickering, Dale Johnson, Fannie
University Appointments
Princeton, Ky., Sept. 1, 1911— Terry, Marion Waggener, Vera
unty Superintendent Nannie Phillips, Henderson: Agnes DonnCatlett has appointed Earl igan, Paducah: Willie R 00 k,
°Howell and sister Miss Ludia,
rt Keeney, and Bryant Sims,
!uates of the Princeton High
0,,01 to Scholarships in the
entucky University at Lexingn. There are five more appointents yet to be made to girls or
vs who with to attend this
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Everybody reads The Leader.

3

Soldier Fills
His Dad's Hat
Raton, N. M. (JP)—Tommy
Dominguez, now with U. S.
forces on one of the world's battlefronts, is wearing the same
overseas hat that his 'father, Torn
Dominguez, Sr., wore in World
SHELTER IGNORED DIMING ALERT—Pedestrians at Seventh
War No. 1.
and Broadway in downtown Los Angeles blithely ignore an air
Tom picked up the hat
raid shelter sign (circle) during a "Red" alert. Instead of seeking shelter, many thousands of persons rushed to sidewalks and he was home on a furlough berooftops when the sirens began screaming.
—AP Telemat fore being assigned to overseas
duty and he took it with him.
ty, since the richer by several
John M. Kelly of Carlisle Later he sent his family a photo
books, many lecture tours, many county says that balbo rye is showing him in a foreign land
magazine articles, still writes as making twice the winter pasture wearing the World War No. I
he pleases.
of other small grains.
hat.

2004 101.44 ...

Service Insurance
Agency
INSURANCE OF ALL
KINDS
W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky
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How To Relieve
Bronchitis
Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulsion with the understanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

CREOMULSION
for Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis

...You can spot it every time

E fa
magazine,"Harper's Bazaar",
a row of young models ... each in an
original dress creation. Each is drinking an original creation in refreshment ...ice-cold
Coca-Cola. In magazines you see Coke in
picture after picture. Note how shops and
stores feature "Coke-Bars".
Coca-Cola had to be good to get where it is.
The finished art of 57 years'experience is
in its making. The result is a different
kind of refreshment—all the difference
between something truly refreshing and
just something to drink.
The only thing like Coca-Cola isCoca-Cola.
itself—the trade-marked product of The
Coca-Cola Company. There's no comparison.

IT WILL SAVE YOU CUSTOMERS ABOUT
$500,000 A YEAR, BEGINNING APRIL 1

Tiehows

Y DIRECTION of the Public
Service Commission of Kentucky,
our Company is putting into effect with
meter readings on and after April 1st,
new lower electric service rates that
will save our customers approximately
$500,000 a year in the cost of electricity
on the basis of previous use.

B

For example, since January, 1940, our
average domestic customer has increased
his use of electricity 45 kilowatt hours a
year (5.6%). Yet he pays us $3.46
(9.2%) a year less for service. This rate
reduction, together with the other reduc-
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Help Them Cleanse the Blood
Of Harmful Body Waste
Your kidneys are constantly filtering
waste matter from
the blood stream. But
kidneys
lag in their work- -do
not act sometimes
as Nature intended—fall
remove impurities that, if retained,tomay
poison the syMern and upset the whole
body machinery.
`Ymptoms may be nagging backache,
persistent headache,attacks
of dizziness,
'113 nighta, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes—a feeling
of nervous
anxiety and loss of pep and strength.
Other sig ns of kidney or bladder di,are sometimes burning, scanty or
frequent urination.
There should be no doubt that
prompt
rcatment is wiser than
neglect. Use
noon's Pills. Doan's have been winning
DOW
friends for more than forty
They have •
years.
nation-wide reputation.
• '0,,mmended
by grateful peePle the
'5' over. Ask year n4106011
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Mary and Elizabeth
Mahan,
Blytheville, Ark., Pauline and
Mary Webb Watkins, Dexter, Mo.
Sammie Hill, Gracey; Mary Will
Montgomery, Atlanta, Ga.
•••
Here From Florida
Princeton, Ky. Sept. 4, 1914—
Byrd Guess, who has been
traveling for a coffee and tea
concern in the state of Florida
the past six months was in the
city yesterday shaking hands
with his friends. He is visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Guess, of near Fredonia.

rgfia Noreiting

•••
P:inceton, Ky. September 29,
11—Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Rice
d John Rice, of Fredonia,
ssud through the city last
ght in their motor enroute
me from Louisville, where
ey spent several days. It is a
and new E. M. F. which Buck
ught there.
•••
At Home Again
Princeton, Ky. June 23, 1914—
r. und Mrs. A. Koltinskly and
ddren, Roy and Edwin, returnhome Friday after a two
eeks trip up North in their
ndsome Crow car. They visited
C leading cities in Illinois, Indna and Ohio, and came via
uisville after little Miss Rose
ma Koltinsky, who has been
siting in that city during the

Kentucky poultrykeepers cooperating with county agents and
the State College of Agriculture
and Home Economics reported
an average income of 28 cents
per hen above cash expenses in
January. This is the best poultry
income for that month since
111.32,—imbau—the—foolits—wes
cents a hen.
The highest flock production
in January was almost 24 eggs
a hen, and the 10 best flocks
had an average production of
almost 22 eggs, while the 10
lowest producing flocks had an
average of less than four eggs
a hen.

Washington.—Small dailies
and weeklies are more productive advertising mediums
than larger newspapers, Representative Jerry Voorhis of
California told the house here
recently in the course of an
al-to governtnotrt- agettote
to allot some of their advertising funds, for bond sales or
recruiting or other purposes,
to the smaller publications.
"Those papers are more
thoroughly read by the average person who takes them
than are the large newspapers
in the cities; advertising space
with them
would
produce
more per dollar expended than
almost any other kind," the
Californian contended.

"Moscow Mystery"
A curious and delightful experience is just around the bend
for those who pick up Ivy
It is a relic—published 13 yoars
ago in England as the' work of
"Ivy Low," and refused in the
United States because American
editors at that time thought the
Russian background too great a
handicap. One reported that if
Ivy Low would leave out "the
stuff about spring over the
Kremlin, and put in another
murder or two," the book would
be better.
He may have been right, so
far as the "modern" streamlined
standardized product goes. But
time has changed perspectives.
Ivy Low is Ivy Litvinoff and
her husband is the Soviet ambassador to the United States.
The Moscow described in the
book no longer exists—even the
hordes of street boys who have
a large share in its action have
been reclaimed, and nearly all
I the old buildings have disappeared; families have expanded
from one room to an apartment.
The author now thinks that she
has produced a period piece, and
that she herself is almost the
only thing unchanged.
In any case, "Moscow Mystery"
is not to be read as a typical
who-done-it, but as something
out of a rapidly changing past
that has acquired additional
value because of the changes.
Walter Duranty came to tide
attention of the publishing woild
eight years ago with "I Write as
I Please." The name of the
book was not merely a publisher's bright thought; it expressed
the author directly. Mr. Ruran-

Egg Profits At
New High Record

Pr"'

Here, Miss Bonnie Cashin designer for Adler Cu. Adler, Inc-,
New York, relaxes In her studio.
Just slew moments to relax with
ice-cold Coca-Cola puts customer, designer,and model in good
humor.
4,

for popular names to acquire friend.
ly•Hireviations.That's why you hear Coca.Coia
called Coke. Both mean the same thing...
"coming from a single source,•rui well known
to the community".

tions during the last eight years, is now
saving our customer $2,250,000 per year.
Do you know of any other necessary
service or commodity (such as food,
rent, fuel, etc.) that is not restricted in
use and that costs you less than it cost
before the war?
REDDY KILOWATT,
Your Electrical Servant
YOU'LL LIKE THIS, TOO
As a convenience to you customers, and to help
you save time, tires and gas, we have done away with
the delayed payment charge on electric service bills
for the duration of the war.

KENTUCKY UTILITI
.
ES COMPANY

it's na,rsl

The best is always the better buy!
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA

COMPANY BY

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO

A Taxpaying Industry Under Business Monagnmant

' Pge Four
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Reveal
Caldwell To Grow
Needed War Crops

JUrveys

County AAA Office
Reports Food Program
Promises Weit-hr----Rural Districts
A summary of 1,480 farm surveys made by AAA committeemen for the County USDA War
Board reveals farmers of Caldwell county are making plans
to substantially increase production of crops and livestock needed in the War.
Although seasonal conditions
may play an important part in
what is done, the survey indicated farmers will, in spite of labor
shortage, lack of machinery, increase production cost and other
factors, put forth every effort
to meet production goals of the
county, the AAA office said Monday.
by the
Increases indicated
survey for some of the major
crops and livestock are:
Grains, Corn, 10.4 percent;
Small grains other than wheat,
24 percent.
Hay, Alfalfa, 22 percent; Lespedeza, 25 percent; Summer Legumes. 22 percent.
Livestock and Poultry, Sows
to farrow, 35 percent; Cattle and
calves to be marketed, 10 percent; Cows and heifers for milk,
10.5 percent; Sheep and lambs,
5 percent; Hens and pullets, 17.5
percent; Chickens raised, 20 percent.
County USDA War Board
Chairman C. E. George said the
summary also intended increase
in garden and truck crops, some
increase in tobacco and a decrease in acres to be used for
pasture, grass, hay, and wheat.
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Mrs. Charles F. Lester

fp-McLean

Mrs.
Funeral services for
Charles F. Lester, who died at
her home at the Princeton Hotel
fnfidaville
..1Lualsgi5y....nighL. March j13., were. _
held from the Morgan Funeral
Home Saturday afternoon at 2
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Tom C. Clark
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care of your vacuum on
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Wood, Rumsey Taylor and Virby President Roosevelt to suc- another until after the war
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Churches

7:30 P. M. Evangelistic service.
SECOND BAPTIST
Subject Sunday evening at 7:30
will be on 'The Bible Doctrine of
Marriage and Divoree in Relation to Church Membership."
The Sunday School will meet
at 9:45.
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Made and Serviced by
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Concrete Products
Paducah, Ky.

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Pastor, John N. Fox
S. S. Supt.. Leonard Groom
9:45 A M., The Church School.
10:45 A. M. The Morning Service of Priase and Meditation.
Message: "The Meaning of Repentance."
3:00 P. M., The Pioneer group
meets.
6:30 P. M., The Tuxis meets
7:30 P. M. The Evening Service. Meditation: "Keys of the
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Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Bay
Darnell, Princeton, Route 2, on
the birth of a son, Junior Ray,
March 20.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wynn, Eddyville, Route 1, on the birth of
a son, Thomas Carney, March 21.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. James Marion
Prowell, Princeton, Route 3, on
the birth of a daughter, Marilyn
Sue, March 15.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Lamb,
Princeton, Route 2, on the birth
Mrs. James E. McLean
of a daughter, Gloria Sue, March
ful gifts, after which refresh- 16.
* 5*
ments of hot tea and cakes were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William Thomas
served.
Merrick, Princeton, Route 2, on
the birth of a daughter. She has
Senior Girl
been named Linda Jane.
•••
Scouts Meet
The Senior Girl Scout Troop
met at the Public Library Monday night, March 22. The Assistant Leader, Anna Kathrine Pruett„ called the meeting to order
The leader; Mrs. Kelly, had
the troop repeat and discuss the
Scout Promise and Laws. The
Girl Scouts who do not work decided to continue basketball
practice Saturday afternoon.
The group sang popular and
old time songs, accompanied by
Anna Kathrine Pruett at the
piano.
Members present were Nettie
Jo Dalzell, Marilu Howton, Betty
Jean Newman, Allie Butler, Betty Sue Pruett, Annie Pruett,
Jeanne C. Ratliff, Mary Ann
Walker, Dot Joiner and Terry
Davis. Miss Nell Blackburn was
a visitor.
The meeting was closed by
singing the National Anthem and
repeating the Lord's prayer.

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Burton, Fredonia, Route 1, on the birth of a
son, Jerry Wayne, March 16.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hartigan, Princeton, Route 3, on the
birth of a daughter, March 8. She
has been named Martha Ann.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Myron
William, Dawson Springs, Route
3, on the birth of a daughter,
Rena Adeline, March 10.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Eric
Thomas, Young St., on the birth
of a daughter,- Peggy Yvonne,
March 15.

Intermediate Girl Scouts
Present Play

Hospital News

Intermediate Girl Scouts of
Butler High School, under the
leadership of Miss Sarah Trotter,
met in the Scout room Wednesday afternoon, March 24, for
their regular meeting. Patrol 1,
of which Betty Jo Linton is captain,.% presented a play, depicting the present war and illustrating the various ways the Red
Cross Nurses are making such
a great contribution to its cause.
The setting of this play was in
London. At the same time, they
were passing their First Aid
tests, required by the organization. In this group were Lena
Mae Lowey, Joyce Cole, Lou
Nell Russell, Babe Ruth Hickerson and Shirley Vick.
Dotty
Others present were
Deen, Ann Gowin, Clemma Joyce
Keeney, Barbara Jean Nall,
Nancy Groom, Martha Ann Stegar, Mary Virginia Cothran, Nancy Groom, Martha Ann Stegar,
Mary Virginia Cothran, Nancy
Hearne, Rose Mitchell Randolph,
Xandria Berryhill, Mary Sue
Sartin and Joan Pickering.

Billy Don Bridges, Prideeton,
is under treatment this week.
• • •
Herbert McDowell, Marion.
continues to improve.
• • •
Alfred Deboe, Marion, entered
the hospital Tuesday for treatment.
• • •

Fredonia Young Peoples'
Missionary Society Meets
The W. M. S. of the First Baptist Church, Fredonia, met Wednesday, March 17, at the church.
Subject of discussion was "Christian America," led by Mrs. A. J.
Eldridge.
Present were Mesdames T. L.
Grubbs, L. T. Wadlington, Elbert
Lobb, A. J. Eldridge, Lester
Young and Miss Georgia Boaz.
Everybody reads The Leader

Up Goes Your
Hair---Up Goes Your
Beauty--

Shorter hair is the demand of well-groomed women . . .
d how right
they are! Just a few swift strokes of your
rush and your hair is
"set" to stay! Come in today for this
velY 4w hair-do . . . you'll love its saft, attractive look.

MODERN BARBER AND BEAUTY SHOP
UGH BLACKBURN, Prop.
LUTHER CARNER
MARY PRUITT, Beauty Operator

Vlek;--S-..flarrlSon'
t-Fartners Dry -cleaning:- Farmer Street.
Mitchell, Western Auto
and
Tommy Davis, McComb, Miss.,
Store, I. C. Glover, Wylie and
is visiting his sister, Mrs. EverMcClelland, R. G. McClelland,
ett Cherry.
E. C. Krinard, Mrs. R. B. Jacob,
Kimball Underwood, Jr., stud(Continued from Page One)
ent at U. of K., Lexington, and William Larkins, Mrs. Bird East- C. A. Pepper, Mrs. George
Tom Underwood, student at Phil- land, Mrs. Eugene Young, Miss Stephens, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Eison, Mr. and Mrs. John Eison,
lips University, Oklahoma, visitMatie Bond, J. J. Koon, Kelly
Mrs. Lem Beckner, Miss Ethel
ed their grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. T. W. Woodruff, here Mon- Landes, G. E. McDowell, Mr. Bright, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Willand Mrs. Roy Harper, W. E. ingham, N. G. Shoulders, Mr.
day.
Mr. Paul Cunningham and son, Jackson, Mr. and Mrs R. P. Ray, Dan Sweeney, Mrs. C. W. Pratt,
Paul Jr., visited Mr. Cunning- T. 0. Jones, Ruble Akridge, W. Elmo Hollowell, Rudy Cantrell,
ham's nephew, Cadet Allen F. D. Deboe, Ray Blackburn, T. H. Misses. Sallie and Maggie Wylie,
House, Parks Air College, St. Vinson, W. H. Crider, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Wallace, Harry WalLester,
Louis, Mo. last week-end.
Mrs. Noble Paris, T. A. Bugg, lace, Wylie Jones, Charles
Mrs. Ralph Morse has returned William Young, Reg Phelps, Lem Beckner, Dr. Rosenthal,
from New Orleans where she Imogene and Seth Wigginton, Elain and Hugh Cherry Jr., Mary
visited her husband, Pfc. Morse, L. C. Foley, Marc Blackburn, Wilson Eldred, Shelly Eldred,
Mrs.
who is stationed at the Station Henry Prowell, M. E. Phelps, Dique Eldred, Mr. and
Brown, D. E. Morgan, J.
Hospital there.
Fredonia Valley Bank, Fredonia Wylie
Alfred Ehrenwald, Nashville, Cheese Co., Virginia McCaslin, G. Cothran, Alton Campbell, A.
A. Jensky, Jimmie Wallace, Roy
spent Tuesday here.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Pool, L. L.
Miss Martha Ann Davis, teach- Patmor, Madalyn Robards, Guy Koltinsky, Garland Quisenberry,
er at Ormsby Village School, Nabb, Clem Stallins, Edna M. George Harralson, Mrs. Lola
Anchorage, spent last week-end Collins, Hugh Blackburn, Clifton Wind, Mrs. Bertha Young, Mrs.
Mrs. E. J. Dutkowski
with her sister, Mrs. Everett Hollowell, Roy Herron, Henrietta Rebecca Thompson, Mr. and Mrs.
W. P. Crawford, Mr. and Mrs.
Cherry and Mr. Cherry.
Barber Shop, Citizens Ice Co.,
Mrs. Paul Cunningham
and Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Lowry, Mr. Henry Hartigan, Mr. and Mrs.
Reddick,
daughter, Cynthia Ann, and Mrs. and Mrs. Smith Stinebaugh, Mr. John McLin, Lucien
Miss Fannie Pool, Mrs. C. S.
J. D. Alexander and'daughter,
Mr.
Avery
Reed,
Jr.,
and
Mrs.
Mrs. James F. Fleming, Owens- Jane, left Tuesday for Louisville
Collier, Mrs. William Adams,
and Mrs. Whittaker, Mrs. C. C.
boro, is the guest of her son, where they are spending the Bishop, McCaslin's Shoe Store, Lonnie Croft, Mrs. J. W. Myers,
Miss La Rue Stone, Mrs. Chas.
James Fleming and Mrs. FIcroirv, remainder of this week.
Joiner Hardware Co., Merle
Mrs. H. D. Skees and Mrs. Ray- Drain, Wadlington Service Sta- Ratliff, Jr., Jim Jewel, Mr. and
at their home on Plum St.
Mrs. B. L. Paris, Judge Bailey,
mond Skees and son have reCrittenden Lowry, student in- turned from Toledo, Ohio where tion, J. W. Quinn, Leo Walker, Mrs. Frank Wood, Mr. and Mrs.
Brelsford,
Watson,
Bessie
Jeff
terne at Protestant Hospital, they visited Raymond J. Skees
Press Adamson, Mrs. W. C. WagGarage,
Nashville, spent last week-end who is a volunteer in the Navy Margie Amoss, Stevens
gener, Ira L. Fears, West End
Stevens, Dr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Phillip
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Reserve. For the last four months
Club, K. L. Martin, Hobart McW. C. Haydon, Joe McMican,
S. J. Lowry.
Gough W. L. Davis, J. K. Johnhe has been in school there. On
Towery,
Princeton
Mills,
G.
W.
Jack Giannini, student at U. completion of his course he was
son, S. C. Sisk, Eastern Star, Mr.
of K., Lexington, spent last promoted to Third Class Petty other relatives. Sergeant Geiser and Mrs. D. B. Osborne, John R.
week-end with his parents. Mr. Officer. He accompanied them is an instructor at Ft. Riley, Perry, Robert Traylor, R. S.
and Mrs. Frank Giannini.
Gregory, Mrs. F. W. Pincombe,
home for a short visit.
Kansas.
Mrs. Harry Joiner Jr., has reMrs. J. F. Marquess and childHomer Brelsford, Memphis, Mrs. Charlie Wilson, Mrs. James
turned from Ft. Leonard Wood, ren left Tuesday for Detroit, spent Sunday with his mother, Bond, Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Cash,
Mo., where she visited her hus- Mich., where they will reside, Mr. Mrs. Ida Brelsford and other Merry Maids, Mrs. Flora Greshband, who is stationed in the Marquess has been engaged in relatives.
am, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Taylor,
Army there.
defense work there since OctobImogene Chandler, student at H. K. Williams, James Glass,
Jimmy Jones, student at B. U., er.
B. U., Bowling Green, spent last Mitchell Clift, E. Young, L. C.
Bowling Green, spent last weekJohnson Spickard, Melvindale, week-end with her parents, Mr. Lisman, Mr. and Mrs. H. Stevens,
end with his parents, Mr. and Mich., is visiting his father, Mack and Mrs. E. B. Chandler.
W. H. Beck, Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Mrs. Tom Jones, McNary St.
Spickard and Mrs. Spickard. He
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Rice and Pruitt, Mr. and Mrs. Shelly
_ Mesdames Lena Johnson and is recovering from a broken children, Allan, James Ronald Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. Randolph
Nora Calvert returned from De- ankle he received while working and Robert Earl, of Central City, Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Press Blacktroit last week-end where they in a defense plant there.
visited Mrs. Rice's father, Mr. burn, R. A. Willard, Mrs. K. L.
were the guests of relatives.
Mesdames Henry Hale and J. B. G. Harrington, Sunday. Mr. Martin, Mr. and Mrs. W. D
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pollard, S. Williams were visitors in Harrington has been a patient Armstrong, Chester Martin, HowLouisville, attended the funeral Madisonville Monday afternoon. in a Hopkinsville hospital and ard McConnell, Mr. and Mrs.
of Mrs. Pollard's aunt, Mrs.
Sergeant and Mrs. Victor Paul still remains quite ill.
Roy Towery, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Charles F. Lester here Saturday. Geiser have returned to their
Mrs. W. C. Moore has returned H. • Dalzell, Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Jane Worrell, student at W. S. home in Junction City, Kansas, to her home in Paducah after a Lester, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. CadT. C., Bowling Green, spent last after a visit with Mrs. Geiser's visit with her mother, Mrs. Sallie die, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Graham
week-end with her parents, Mr. father, Mr. Shell Spickard and Lamb.
and Robert McGehee.
and Mrs. I. D. Worrell.
• Mrs. Louard Egbert will reGoldnamer's Offer You Certified Cold Storage For Your Fur Coats
turn this week-end from Arcadia.
Calif., where she has been visiting her husband who is stationed
in the Army there.
Charles Dewey Scott, student
at U. of K., spent last week-end
here with friends and relatives.
Mrs. Eugene Young is visiting
relatives in Manchester this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vick,
Evansville, spent last week-end
with Mr. Vick's parents, Mr.

1 Recent Bride
The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Burhl Hollowell,
Princeton, on the birth of a
daughter,
Margaret
Frances,
March 19, at Princeton Hospital.

•

a

•

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lee Jeffords,
Maple St., on the birth of a
son, March 10. He has been
named Jerry Lee.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Shelburn Carraway, Route 1, on the birth of a
son, James Elliott, March 13.

George Travis, Fredonia, Route
4, is under treatment this week.
• • •
Frank Harris, Marion, is improving from burns he received
at the mines there.
• • •
Lucile Gray, Princeton, was
dismissed Tuesday after an appendectomy ten days ago.
• • •
Mrs. Ruby Tabor, Mexico, continues to improve.
• • •
Cleo Cardin, nurse, is on special duty in Marion this week.
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Fredonia W. M. S.
Holds Meeting

eat

In

The Young Women's Missionary Society of the First Baptist
Church, Fredonia, met Thursday
afternoon, March 18, at the
church. Topic for discussion was
"Making America Safe For Democracy." Mrs. Outland was in
charge.
Present were Mesdames J. J.
A powder extracted from the
autumn crocus increases the Rogers, Tally Baker and John
growth of fruits and vegetables W. Outland. Mrs. T. L. Grubbs
was a visitor.
to double normal size.

Sheer Luxury

Rayon Hosiery
•,,reieeisea.•
Three gay colors attractively combined in this dress of
Roma Rayon Crepe. In
Candy Cream with Proud
Peacock and Symphony
Red, Watercolor with Fire.
light and Blue Grouse,Grain
Top with Courage Blue and
Bandana Green. Sizes 11 to
15.

99c

$10.95

S1.35
Value

.11

When Rayons are all gone,
you will be glad you purchased several pairs of
these. Come in tomorrow.

PRINCETON SHOE CO.
"Fine Shoes -- Fitted By X-Ray"

Goldnamer's

1WaiLieutenant

Churches. Clubs

spaioid puo saniasaid

•••••

Mckean

•

Phone 50

Goldnamer's
PRINCETON'S FINEST DEPARTMENT STORE
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THIS IS PART OF YOUR PAY CHM
SEE THAT GUN?
It's making things plenty hot for the Axis.

been lending the Government a regular amount from

Plan. Tell him you want to save at least 10 percent of e

your pay.

pay check by putting it into War Bonds.

Maybe you haven't been setting aside at least 10

Know where that gun came from?

You can't make a better investment

percent of your salary, and more if you can, for War Bonds!

From the pay checks and pay envelopes of people
like you.

There are still some people around who aren't . . .

You'll be buying the weapons that insure a futur
freedom, peace, and plenty!

not many-------but it's just possible that you're one of them.

It was bought with the money you lent your Government in regular installments from your pay.

If you are, we're sure it's not for want of patriotism,

You'll be getting back $4 for every $3 you save
the bonds mature.

but because you just haven't quite got around to it.

But hold on Now

.t.,T GUARDSMEN RESCUED
-t Guardsmen from the cutter
destroyer Burza after the.
submarine in the North Atla
pack of enemy undersea Cr
-. but did not sink. (Associat
t Guard)
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85 Fleming county farms
Pia
grew tobacco last year,
6 rated first of three varletaverage acre production wer
1,214 pounds on 30 farms, Fle
Farm Agent James I. by
ns. The yield per acre of
r averaged 1,092 on •eight
, and of 'Warners, 1,004
res
on 46 farms. Farmers re- ern
an average price per acre
12 for Ky. 16, $417 for
Pepd $476 for Warners. The

Makes sense, doesn't it?

Tell your boss or shop representative today that you

Maybe this isn't your gun at all. Maybe you haven't

p.

THEN

START TODAY!

want to help win the war by joining the Pay-Roll Savings

omfort
onvenience
omplete Service

SAVE WITH U.S. WAR BONDS
EVERYBODY...EVERY PAYDAY...

AT LEAST 10%

This advertisement is a contribution of the following Princeton Merchants to America's all-out war effort
BODENHAMERS

WESTERN KENTUCKY GAS CO., Inc.

MODERN BEAUTY AND BARBER SHOP

E. W. LANEAVE & SON

SERVICE INSURANCE AGENCY

C. A. WOODALL INSURANCE AGENCY

IDEAL BARBER SHOP

HOLLOWELL'S DRUG STORE

SULA AND ELIZA NALL

D-X SERVICE STATION, R. M. Oliver, P
CORNICK OIL CO.
MITCHELL CLIFT, Sheriff

THE LILLIE F. MURPHY STORE
JOHN DAVIS AND SON

And, of course, a co
careful attention to
during your stay are

Louisville's newest and
ed home
-away-from -h
metropolis . . . Prices
idea of
moderate c
r
endered.

A
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ay, March 25, 1943

GUN AGAINST AXIS PLANES—One of many
ptured from the Italians during a successful American
Attack at Kasserine Pass, Tunisia, is manned and turned
1 Axis planes by Sgt. Willard C. Cox (left), of Detroit and
cal Sgt. Neville Mahoney of Louisville, Ky. Those are
—AP Telemat
high explosive shells.
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T GUARDSMEN RESCUED AFTER U-BOAT FIGHT—U.
-Ist Guardsmen from the cutter Campbell are taken aboard
()Ash destroyer Burza after the Campbell rammed and sunk
i submarine in the North Atlantic during a 12-hour battle
a pack of enemy undersea craft. The Campbell was dis, but did not sink. (Associated Press Photo from U. S.
—AP Telemat
Guard)
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highest income per acre in the
county was $991 from Ky. 16,
second
with Warners taking
85 Fleming county farms place with $665.
grew tobacco last year,
rated first of three varietFour thousand pounds of fat
e average acre production were salvaged by housewives in
1,214 pounds on 30 farms, Fleming county, and collected
arm Agent James I. by one grocer.
ns. The yield per acre of
averaged 1,092 on -eight
Factory inspection became a
and of Warners, 1,004 responsibility of the British govon 46 farms. Farmers re- ernment in 1833.
an average price per acre
for Ky. 16, $417 for PepCanada is producing a gun evd $476 for Warners. The ery minute of the day and night
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Gives One, Gets Three

Among the chicken raisers in
Ohio county, Kentucky, who are
doing their part in the war effort is W. c. _Tichenpr.,1-le has_
...Iiiiritalatcherl_ pullets uthich,,
he says are doing their "stuff"
in a new, hollow -tile laying
house. They laid 1,006 dozen
eggs during the last four months
of 1942, bringing $358.95. The
cost of the feed for that period
was $115.40, leaving a profit of
$243.55. The number of hens has
been reduced some by culling
and mortality, but there is still
a good flock on the farm.
Success with hens doesn't just
happen. "Gabe," as this producer is known in Ohio county,
takes a real interest in his flock.
He not only thinks and talks
chickens, he does something
about them.
Mr. Tichenor buys chicks from
sources that he believes to be
good and then gives them the
best of care. In particular he
does a good job of feeding the
growing pullets so they are big
enough to lay in the fall of the
year. Mash and grain are selffed. The hens eat all they want,
and do well when that method is
used.
When the size of the flock was
increased in 1942, Mr. Tichenor
built a new hollow-tile laying
house. Then, in order to "up"
the winter production of his
flock, he gave the hens a longer
day by turning on the electric
lights in the hen house at 4:30
each morning.

Burning does not kill broom
sedge, according to a Kentucky
College of Agriculture leaflet.
After burning it comes back
steunger. than ,eyer ,and crowds
out valuable grasses. When lime
and phosphate are applied to
most soils, forage plants grow
To get the most use from kitchvigorously and drive out the
en utensils, homemakers in Caldsedge.
well county have been learning
Mowing pastures before broom
sedge has seeded helps get rid
of this weed. Sedge also can be
destroyed by turning it under
with a heavy plow. Given sufficient time, it decays and improves the soil.
"Don't burn fields," says this
leaflet. • Burned pastures green
up in the spring and temporarily
fatten stock more quickly than
pastures not burned off. However, during July and August
cattle usually will be found
grazing on pasture not burned,
because the soil contains more
Jack Bachtell, 11, (above) of
more
moisture and therefore
McGregor, Ia., sent his Scout
plant food in the grasses.
knife to a group seeking longbladed weapons for soldiers in •eds. Parsnip seed should be
the Pacific. When word of his covered lightly, 1-2 inch, and
deed got around, admirers sent o help it come up, radish seed
him three knives, one of which should be planted with it. For
he is shown examining.
100 feet of row, the rate should
—AP Telemat e 1 ounce of Guernsey par1 11•01
.
01
.
.
11 11/
.
1 11/•
11 •
••
•
••••
•
•••
nips and 1-4 ounce Scarlet
N.
,1,.
1.
11 1 11.1•0
.
1 11/....
1,
.
01 11•111,1,1•11,
.
11.
bite Tip radish. The yield of
parsnips, thinned to 3 inches,
will be 1 1-2 to 2 bushels.
Cabbage. Despite their several
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
drawbacks, "frost-proof" varieties
College of Agriculture and
of cabbage are the ones to grow.
Home Economics
To help avoid disease troubles,
land should be used that was
Peas, Parsnips, Cabbage in cabbage last year, cauliflower,
Peas—Although many persons broccoli, turnipS or "cabbage"
plant peas in February, late greens. "Round-heads," as the
early Golden Acre and the later
March is early enough; but April
Copenhagen Market, stand good
15 is the latest date, to have
longer than the pointed sorts.
a full crop. They require "balSetting distances are, respectiveof
fertility,
as
any
anced" soil
ly, 15 inches and 24 inches, and
the fertilizing schemes outlined
the yields are about 100 and
last week. As they are large
40 pounds, respectively, per
seed, peas may be covered 1
100-foot row. In addition to geninch, but there is advantage in
.ral fertilizing, it is of value
making the furrow as much as
o sow poultry manure, a bushel
4 inches deep, filling it. when
o 300 feet of row, or to "ring"
the peas have grown above the
ach plant with half of a handsurface. Deep rooting helps keep
ul.
at least the roots cool, prolonging the life of the planting. Also,
A serious outbreak of sheep
peas should be sown in paired
cab in the southern part of
rows, 6 inches apart, for the
rant county resulted in the
dwarf kinds to support each
dipping of 300 ewes from a dozen
other, and for the tall ones by
locks.
one row of support between
the
them. For first planting
The pocket watch was invent"smooth" Alaska is safest, but ed in Nurnberg
for quality's sake it pays to wait
about two weeks and use the
other and better dwarfs, Radio,
Blue Bantam, or the half-dwarfs,
American Wonder or Gradus
The tall pea is still Telephone.
One pound, sows 50 feet.
to
next
Parsnips. Looking
winter's food, fresh food without the necessity for storing,
claim
any
parsnips
should
gardener's attention. Their plantfood requirements are met by
the general fertilizing scheme,
but as with other root crops,
they need good and deep seed

Friday, March 26th

In Nelson county homemakers
are canning more meat than
usual, including a greater variety
of cuts.
Twenty tons of soybean meal
were purchased by the Hopkins
county Farm Bureau for its
members, principally the dairymen.
In Breathitt county, where the
mattress program has recently
been completed, 730 mattresses
and 476 comforts were made.
More cows are being sold at
local markets in Mason county
than at any time in the past
several years.
Homemakers' club members in
Taylor county, working in their
various districts, took care of
registration for Ration Book II.
Many town folks in Calloway
county are starting flocks of
chicks in their backyards.
More than 500 pastures in
Knott county have been treated
during the past month with phosphate, and many old ones seeded with lespedeza.
Elliott county is said to have
the best and most poultry in its
history, with an estimated increase of 25 percent for this
year.
Alfalfa tea was served at meetings of homemakers' clubs in
Anderson county.

NO CITY TAXES

7:30 P. M.

ADMISSION:
Children 15c
Adults 35c

K. V. BRYANT,Director

NO HIGH RENT

FEEDS and SEEDS
for EVERY NEED

omplete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception and

careful attention to your entertainment

ne

HE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally locat-

ran
:

ed home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's
ION, R. M. Oliver,P
CK OIL CO.
CLIFT, Sheriff
VIS AND SON

TAX
PAYERS
NOTICE!

during your stay are yours, always, at

0

58

I. safe and reliable.
Phone 25
Princeton, 1(3.
110 S. Jefferson St.

Butler High Auditorium

II

nt

—Cap'tid

THE GARDEN

onvenience

10%

Fire and Auto
Insurance

BUTLER HIGH BAND

it10.

io

Gus Kortrecht, Agt.
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Keep your warming pad in a
cool, sink, nry place when it
isn't in use. Never use pins or
other metallic means to fasten
the electric heating pad, in place.
Don't crush the pad, or fold
it more than necessary, even
when it isn't in use. Carry the
pad by the pad RAH, not by
the'cotd: -Never ftnottrthe•
ing pad to get wet.

Band Concert

mi
rb,

Burning Fails To
Kill Broom Sedge

Annual Spring

in.
be

new tricks in caring for such
items.

Care Of Warming Pad

$1 Daily Profit
From Small Flock

Among The
County Agents

r

in(
lay
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The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky

metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your
idea of moderate charges for service

Get Our Prices On Feeds and
Seeds Before You Buy
WE HAVE—
Red Top
Timothy
Blue Grass
Orchard Grass
'Sweet Clover
Red Clover
Kansas Alfalfa
Korean
Feed Oats

Cotton Seed Meal
Soy Bean Oil Meal
16% and 32% Dairy Feed
36% Hog Supplement
Pig and Sow Meal
Wheat Shorts
Chick Starting Mash
Growing Mash
Egg Mash

rendered.
r
Reservation
rite.
• L.
STODGILL,
istant Manager.

CLAUDE ROBINSON
Hopkinsville Road

Phone 127

Only a short time left before all UNPAID TAXES for 1942 will
be advertised and sold. This means additional expense. PAY
NOW AND SAVE MONEY.
The Law Requires all male persons between the ages of
21 and 70 to pay a poll tax. Your Property or Salary is subject
to execution to satisfy this Bill.

ACT NOW

Mitchell Cliff
Sheriff, Caldwell County, Kentucky

LOW OPERATION COST

.60..4411440.1.•

•

•01, 0,1011i

Thursday, March 25,1
The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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Escorted Roosevelt,
Churchill On Tours

Official Table Of Consumer Point Values For Meat, Fats, Fish and Cheese
No. 1—Effective March 29, 1943
Points
par lb.

COMMODITY

Frederick G. Stallins has re
cently been transferred from
the Reception Center at Ft.
Thomas to Camp Crowder, Mo.
He is in the Signal Corps, RTC.
*
*
• *
Robert G. Pruett, son of Mr.
William Pruett, N. Jefferson St.,
who enlisted in the Navy two
weeks ago, is at Great Lakes
Naval Training School, Great
Lakes, Ill., for recruit training.
*

*

Pvt. D. C. Miller, son of Mrs.
A. N. Miller, N. Jefferson St.,
has been transferred from Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, Ind.,
to
Atlantic City, New Jersey, for
basic training.
*

*

*

Privates Charles Chambliss,
Earl Jones and Coy Crisp, all of
Princeton, have been transferred from Ft. Benjamin Harrison,
Ind., to Camp Young, Indio,
California for basic training.
They were inducted into the
Army two weeks ago.
* *
*
Technician, Fifth Grade, T. B.
McConnell, Jr., Lexington, spent
last week-end with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. McConnell,
W. Main St.
*

*

*

Pvt. Argyle Goodaker, Ft.
Leonard Wood, Mo., spent a
furlough here last week with
home-folk.
*
*
*
Louard E. Egbert, stationed at
Camp Santa Anita, Calif., has
recently been promoted to rank
of Private 1st Class. He is
married to the former Jean
Blythe.
* * *
Pvt. James Blanton Childress,
Ft. Meade, Maryland, is on furlough visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. Childpess.
* * *
Pvt. Charles Martin, son of
Mrs. Lovey B. Martin, Garrett
St., has been transferred from
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind., to
Ft. Belvoir, Va. for basic training.
* * *
Aviation Cadet
James
W.
Smith, Princeton, has finished
training at the Army Air Forces
School for Pilots at San Antonio, Texas. He will enter the
Primary School.
*

*

*

William Garland Miller, USN,
stationed at Corpus Christi, Tex.,
spent a three-day furlough here
this week with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. John Miller, in the
Bethany community.
* * *
Corp, Jerry Spickard, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Spickard,
Princeton, is stationed at McCleHand Field, Sacramento, Calif.
He is expected home on furlough
next month.
*

Pvt. Raymond Miller is on a
ten-day furlough visiting relatives here. He is stationed at
Detroit, Michigan.
*

*

STEAKS
Poddlessa_.
T-11101
CIO
1111--11-10
PA-1-Indiset_
NMI
Ortan-beindess.
Mod
Tip liengd........
Moo Ramill_
ROSSI Tlp
Check or Stwillo__
Flank

--

8
7
11
9

B
a

7
8

ROASTS
Rib standMg(chine bone on)
(10 nit)
Blade Rib standing (dim
bone on)(10" ad)
Rib standing(dim Imo en)
(1" art)
Blade RMs--ftalg Obi
boss sa)(7'ad)
Round Tlp
Reop-lons
Fimp-bensinss
Chuck Sr Shoddy Amos M...._
C buck or Shudder boneless
STEWS AND OTHER CUTS
Siwt Ribs
PIM -bens M
Pleb
Bridal-Mos le
Irlskst-hooless
Flank Meet__
Neck boos
Neck boneless
Heel of Round-boobs:
Shank bone hi
Shank --boneless......
HAMBURGER
Bee ground from necks,
flanks, shanks, brlskds,
plates, and miscellaneous
beef trimmings and beef fat
MEATS
(In tin or gime

Pleb

pu k

containers)

Brains
Bulk Sausap_______
Chili Con Cann
Deviled Ham
Dried Beef
Hams and Picnics (when
or had)
Luncheon Meat
Moat Loaf
Meat Spreads
Pigs Feet, bons In

7
6

7
7
8
6
7

4
4
5
4
6
6
6
4

VARIETI MEATS
Brains ...........
Hearts
Kidneys '
Linn
Sweetbreads
Tails (so hiab)
Tongues
Trips

*

Sergeant Lawrence Boaz, Camp
Maxie, Texas, is on furlough,
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
D. M. Boaz, Baldwin Ave. He
will return Sunday.
* * *
Pvt. C. G. Moseley, Jr., airplane mechanic, stationed
at
Camp Warren, Georgia, is on
furlough, visiting his father, C.
G. Moseley, Sr.
* * *
Harold Rowland, USN, spent
a three-day furlough here this
week with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Rowland. He is stationed at Corpus Christi, Texas.
* * *
Claude A. Akin, son of Mrs.
C. 0. Akin, Washington Street,

CLASSIFIED ADS
FREE! If Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Belching,
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample, Udga, at Daw36-15tp
son Drug Store.
FOR SALE: One mare, 6 years
old for $100. One Hereford
Bull, weight, 700 pounds,
priced at $125. Williams Bros
Phone 3712, Eddyville, Ky.
WANTED-Man for Rawleigh
Route in Caldwell county.
Permanent if you are a hustler. For particulars write Rawleigh's, Dept. KYB-215-103A,
Freeport, III, or see Claud M.
Young, Kuttawa, Ky. 18-25-4
BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodtested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
shipments Mondays or Thursdays. Electric brooders. Write
for prices. Hoosier, 716 West
Jefferson, Louisville, Ky.

3
4
4
4
3

VEAL
STEAKS AND CHOPS
Loin Chops
Rib Chops
Shoulder Chops
Round Steak (cutlets)
Sirloin Steak or Chops

VARIETY MEATS
Brains
Hearts
Kidneys
Livers
Sweetbreads
Tongues

*

*

Pvt. Otis McCormick, Princeton, recently inducted into the
Army has been assigned to- the
Medical
Replacement Center,
Camp Robinson, Little Rock,
Ark.
*

*

*

Harry Patterson, U. S. Army,
stationed at Ft. Bliss, Texas, is
on furlough this week, visiting
friends and relatives.
* * *
Corp. Leon Terry, stationed
in Louisiana, is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. John Terry, Fredonia.
* * *
Ernest Lowell Smith, son of
Mr. and
Mrs. Ewin Smith,
Princeton, has been promoted to
rank of Pfc. He is stationed at
Robbins Field, Ga.
* * *
Shell White, Jr., U. S. N., is
on leave visiting his parents,
near Cobb. He has recently finished a radio technician's course
at the University of Wisconsin

Poisube
per lb.

6
6

4
6
6
4
6

5

8
6
6

3
4
4
2
7
7
6
7
7
7

Bonito.....
Caviar_
Crabmeat
Fish Roe.
Mackerel__.......
Salmon
Sardines .
Sea Herring
Tuns
Yellow TaN
MI Otter

7
10
10
8
7

7

7

7
7
7
7
7

Buttu*
Lard*
Shortening*
Margarine
Salad and Cooking ONs
(1 pint-1 pound).....

7
7
7
7
7

CHEESES•
Rationed climes:Weis
nataral rimers and products containing 30 parent
or more by sired a natural cheese.-

Pleb
Pw k

5

5
3

3
4
3

5
5
6

6
1
3

id

Dried leaf
Ham-bens b.19•Rie
Haii-oom In,skies
Hans-butt or shank mil
Ham isnotess, alMis or
half
Ham bonitos, dos
Plank or Shoulder-beau I.
Picnk or Shoulder-immeless_
Bouillon Cubes. Keel[Aid,
and IIother mat extracts
and concentrates
Tongues
Spareribs
Pigs Feel -bans In
The point Tokio of soy
other ready-to-tot nog
item then be derammined
by adding 2 points per
pound to the point Weeper
pound of the uncooked ilia
frogs which it is rowed if
it is sold whole, or 3 pints
per pound shall be added if
it is cooked and sliced.

irten if&

*
as
B

important positions in the
VES and SPARS for women
experience in practically
field of business arid ind
Applicants are required to
two years of high school. or
ness school experience
limits are 20 to 36 years.

1G
21
II
7
2
Lieut. Harmon E. Burns
and
Mrs. Paul C. Cunningham
Jr., have
McElroy,
H.
W.
Mrs.
nephew,
received news that their
in
Lieut. Harmon E. Burns,
the
command of his flight had
Ministhonor of escorting Prime
President Rooseand
Churchill
er
and
velt on their tour of Africa
meetCasablanca
famous
to the

cid

A
bre

'
Love your enemies and
pray for them which despitefully use you. For if
ye love them which love,
what reward have ye?
Do not even the publicans the same? And if
ye salute your brethren
only, what do ye more
than others?
Matthew 5: 43-47

CHEESES•

Soar drown ova nint
rationed. The important
ammiam an:

El

Crum Camaro, Nedchair, Cottage, Cameo.
bort. Lioderbrann Braa
Mu*

-

-

(For • consoler. lirr
threat. not rationed, sib. Regulations./

I'S I/115111 It I tlitt

WE HAVE, FOR SALE, a handy
Farmers' Income Tax and Business Record Book, $2 postpaid.
This is a simple, easily kept,
record for entering receipts and
expenditures .of farm operation.
This book is recommended by
tax consultants and every farmer should have one.
The Hickman County Gazette,
Harry L. Waterfield, Publisher,
Clinton, Kentucky.
and will be stationed on the
California coast.
* * *'
Sam Koltinsky, Jr., will leave
Saturday for Columbus, Ohio,
where he will enter an Army
induction center. He recently
finished training at the Signal
Corps Depot, Lexington.
* * *
Lieut. 0. M. Schultz, Jr., U.
S. N., spent Wednesday here
with friends and relatives. He
is enroute to New York City,
where he will be assigned to
further duty.
Pvt. C. G. Allen, Camp Campbell, is on furlough here, visiting
at the home of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. 0. E. Allen, N. Jefferson street.
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Notice Farmers

CROS

)
MANGER

C
.

Greek(all hard varieties). 1 Al
Process Cheese
s
Cheese Foods

maimed

escorted the President and
Churchill on their conti
tours of the United States
Canada last summer.
He is the son of Mr. and
H. E. Burns, Detroit, It
and entered the air co
Hicks Field, Texas, Oct. 2,
when 21 years old.
Lieut. Burns became
Lieutenant October 2, In,
is now in active service
Northern Africa.

Everybody reads The
Lieutenant Burns previously
ersesposesessamamer
-.-,,,-swwestesesisontwr‘wr.--etesenterserienses

Dry Sausap-Hard: TYPIal
ttems are hard Salaml,hard
CerrelaL and Pepperoni
Semi-dry Sausage: Typical
Items are soft Salami,
ThurInger, and Mortadella
Fresh, Smoked and Cooked
Sausage:
Group A: Typical Moms are
Pork Sausage, Wieners,
Bologna, Baked Loaves,
and Liver Sausage
Group B . Typical Items are
Scrapple and Tamales.
Sousa and Head Cheese
also included
Par

Cheddar(Anode*
Swiss
Brick
Munster
Limburger
Dehydrated-Grated_
Club
Gouda
Edam
Sms!'id
Italian (all hard randlos)_

-$S—

SAUSAGE

Nab

CHUMS•
Examples
choral:

COOKED,BOILED,BAKED,
AND BARBECUED

4
2
1

Hearts..__...._,._.....
K
Liters
Tongues
Ears
Tads
Snouts

FATS AND OILS

Navy traveling rec
party will be in Princeton
day and Wednesday of
week, in the interest of en
WAVES and SPARS. The
VES and SPARS are org
tions of women whose jobt
eq. rfplace_tiey and_'

READY-TOEAT MEATS

PORK

Bacon -slab or piece, rind en. 7
8
Bacon slab or piece, rind off
8
Bacon sliced, rind on
Bacon Canadian style, owe
11
or sliced
1
Bacon rinds
Bacon plat* aid Jowl
squares

!Naval Recruiters To
Visit Here Enlisting
For WAVES and SPA

Pooklea
per lb.

cotaianomr

Points
per lb.

COMMODITY

STEAKS AND CHOPS
STEAKS AND CHOPS
Canto Cheiss
End ChMe
Loin Vises
-1.140111111C-Sillr-at
Rib Chops
7
mod enly.
Leg Claps
SWAM Clops-bleile or
Tinderble
aro dims.
Ham skis_
Steaks_
SWAN CMps
ROASTS
Bally, hash and mid ody
Leg whole or part
Sirloin Roast -Mae la
ROASTS
Yoke, Rattle, or Trianglebone in
Loin Oak liaN,or MIads_
Yoke. Rattle, or TriangleLoin mato cub
7
boneless
Ham -when or
Cheek or Shoiller, IONA
Ham butt or shank sad ._
6
cid-bens I
Ham boneiess
Chuck or Shoulder, mom.
Shoulder slunk hail(pkaic)
cut boneless
bone In
Chuck or Similar, emsShoulder shank MB(jok)
cut bens lo
borreleu
STEWS AND OTHER CUTS
Shoulder butt halli(Bunn
3
Breast and Flank
bull) bone In
4
Neck bone In
Shoulder butt half (Bodes
6
Neck boneless
butt) -boneless
Shank bone In
Lamb Patties lamb ground
OTHER PORK CUTS
from necks,flanks, shanks,
Smola
breasts and miscellaneins
lamb trimmings
Nod awl Backbones
Feel -bons In
...
VARIETY MEATS
Fat Backs and Clear Plates_
3
Brains
Plates, regular
3
Hearts
Jowls
6
Livers ......
Hocks and Knuckles
3
Kidneys
Leaf Fat
4
Sweetbreads
Tongues
VARIETY MEATS
BACON
Brains

FISH
Fib
Pobts
any hermetically
put (In
sealed container) mr

3 Pigs Feet, boned Cutlets
7 Potted and Deviled
3
Meats
6 Sausage in 011_
12 Tamales
Tongue, Beef '
10 Tongue, Lamb
7 Tongue, Pork
7 Tongue. Veal
6 Vienna Sausage
2 At Other

has recently been promoted to
rank of Sergeant. He is attached
to the medical section, his duties
being in the dental clinic surgical
hospital, Ft. Knox.
* * *
Pvt. Ernest Johnson, Princeton,
recently inducted into the Army
has been assigned to the Mediccal Replacement Center at Camp
Robinson, Little Rock, Ark.
* * *
Bill Tabor, Fredonia, has been
discharged from the Navy due
to ill health. He was stationed
in New York City.

6

4
5

•Erceot purchases in bulk mita unt
.
Sinstm tura than bre (Si mirk

*

7
6
8

ROASTS
Rump and Sirloin bone In _
Rump and Sirloin boneless
Leg
Shoulder bone in
Shoulder boneless
STEWS AND OTHER CUTS
Breast bow in
Breast beagles
Flank Meat
Neck bone in
Neck boneless
Shank bone In
Shank and Heel Mut toneless
Ground Veal and Patties real ground from necks,
flanks, shanks, breasts,
and miscellaneous veal
trimmings

MEATS
(In tin or gime
containers)

COMMODITY

LAMB—
MUTTON

BEEF

*

Pvt. John H. Stinebaugh, Hopkinsville St., has been trans!erred from Ft Benjamin Barrison, Ind, to Ft. Riley, Texas, for
basic training.

Points
per lb.

COMMOSNITY

BEEF

*

Thur

FUNFRAI DIREC TORS AND Ft ;RINITt 'RI DEALERS
PHONES 04.6 tsit ss-

Since 1919 more than one-third
i INC TIM.. m.i
%tut
SUN V ICI.
of the British population has
been rehoused, mostly in pro(Nemo)
jects financed by the govern- Beautiful Volume of these famous Scenes, mailed free on r
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess, ment.
nmininnunotoomesinsammeter,k-Amemommosimme
Cerulean, were visitors in the
home of R. D. Kenady Sunday.
Mrs. John White, Wallonia, =,
spent Sunday here with relatives. —
The usual crowd of girls, Miss
Frances Gray White and Mrs.
Hettie M. Dunn, Princeton, and
Miss Goldie Watts, Evansville,
spent last weekend with home
By growing a Victory Garden, you can help win the battle on the Food I , odtst
folks.
or can
ion Front. You cannot produce too much food, your help is needed. Get
Mrs. Lucille Leech, Princeton,
spent several days last week at
ning supplies now. More for your Money all the time.
the bedside of her uncle, T. D.
Kenady, who is greatly improved at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Shoulders
had quite a number of visitors
Waldorf Assorted
Sunday at the noon hour. Covers
were laid for 17.
American Ace
Mrs. Ruth Holland, Princeton,
has returned to her home after
lg. box 4c U boxes
Lemon
spending a week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. D. KenaNo. 33
day.
bottle I
qt.
emerged
from
•••
The ground hog
his winter quarters just ex- =
A delicious coffee substitute
actly 40 days after February 2. =
Aunt JentimA

Cobb News
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Food Production Is War Prod uctio

Cakes
Cookies
Victory Cereal

package

Sunshine Evaporated

Masonic Meeting

Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
Billy Lowry and Joe Kirchev- a called meeting 7:30 Friday
al are spending several days in evening, March 26th, 1943 to conSt. Louis this week.
fer the second degree. Brethren
take notice. Visiting brothers
The growth of potatoes has welcome.
been stimulated by the use of
H. M. Price, Master,
ethylene and propylene gases.
G. W. Towery, Sec'y.

SPRING C1111E4'k-11°

Milk
Wheat Flake

Roasted Peanuts `snhe::elb
Matches
12ft Laundry Bleach
Pancake Flour
lott
Lye
22(

lb.23

tall can
Miller's

Babbitts Concentrated

2 pkgs.
S
(a beautiful cereal bowl free with each
two packages)

.=:=E Soda Crackers 2
Waffle Mix

Flaky
lb. box

21

II

.511 1

CRACKEN GOOD GRAHAM CRACK"
honey flavored, 2 lb. box 27r

Dog Food
Salt

Kelloglga's
rg(
e;rii:kl:up

75

= HEAD LETTUCE
fresh and crisp
= SPINACH
==_-- tender
—= JUMBO GRAPEFRUIT
= Large Yellow
ONIONS

Iodized

l it
each 122
pound

171
(

each 10(
pound 6/C

Hot House Strawberry
RHUBARB
Old Fashion Winesap
APPLES
RED CABBAGE
Select
FRESH OYSTEW

pound

4 lbs.

25
29
0,

pound 03
pint

55

Fresh fruits, vegetables and meat. More for
your Money all the tino•

RED FRONT
CASH & CARRY STORES

The Lillie F. Murphy Store
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March 23-First of
t
iY•,
parts, .preseent gubernakind in the
announcement

nal campaign,this week of oras made here
the Bourbon Coun-

dation of
: Donaldson-For-Governor
Club,
nomination
,,ed to work for
of J. Lyter Donaldd election
Carrollton, as Kentucky's
n, of
-st Governor.
Donaldson, present State
Mr.
immissioner of Highways, while
official candidate, is
It yet an
'd to be giving intent conieration toward making the
Democratic nominace for the
here in favor
The movement
embodies
the Carroll countian
indorsement of the adminisJohnbon of Governor Keen
and urges entry of the high commissioner into the curinsurance
,t race as the "best
Kentucky will continue its
est progress along courses
h have already brought the
,..le of Kentucky great beneand will allow for expansion
the right direction."
The announcement stated that
Donaldson, as lawyer, bankbusiness man, humanitarian
. statesman, is eminently
'ied by a long record of
plislunent in business and
affairs to occupy the
mor's seat and that under
direction Kentucky would be
•• of further improvement.
It was pointed out that, under
Donaldson, achievements of
Kentucky Department of
oways, even though sharply
by the war, were the
. test ever attained in
the
.
.1 and that resumption of
planned program of that
acy, and other State proknown to be advocated
. the present highway corn,nner, will lead Kentucky
its most progressive era fol.' : the signing of peace and
in return to normal conditions.
A large number of citizens
ye joined the movement in
nor of Mr. Donaldson, of whom
was said that Bourbon county
a prior interest because of
fact that the family of Mr.
...Idson's mother many years
were prominent Bourbon
'! tans. - (The Paris, Ky.,
1'1Y Knterprsie.)

.ys Trained
o Army Life
New York (iPI-The Boys'
Club
America have inaugurated a
military service
training
designed to give American
a more equal chance
in
,'bat with German
and JapThe plan stresses
physical fit-, and
development of techni• and mechanical
skills. Boys
such defects as hernia,
bad
curvature of the spine,
•fl arches and
so on are given
cal attention.
Army-approvexercises are given to instrengJ
:- and co- endurance, alertordination. Swimlife saving and first
aid
taught, along with
classes in
telegraphy, motor mechannavigation and kindred
.,.
sub-
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Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
A new season is here! The
calendars say it-Your spirt
feels it and your home
should show it. See our
window curtains (both lace
and ruffled), bedspreads,
material for drapes, lace
table cloths, dresser scarfs,
crochet rugs, sheets, pillow
cases, towels, wash cloths
and numerous other things
that are necessary for spring
house cleaning.
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FARM LOANS
our farmers P
more food ..
1713u 'la an American
farmer want
1)°"ihle to fill the
Nation's bread
a shortage
of cash hamper you.
Your
Government wants you to
Your l
and—and it is our business
eY with
which to buy seed, feed,
have
implements repaired.
Check Your
needs now and come
aver— we
're here to
serve you.
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PRESIDENT STUDIES CARRIER MODEL—President Roosevelt studies a model of a new aircraft
carrier after Henry J. Kaiser (right), West Coast shipbuilder, presented the model to him in Wash.
ington. Kaiser said 12 ways at Vancouver, Wash., were being used to build new carriers and that
production would reach six a month by the end of this year.
—AP Telemat
•

$500,000 Saving Is FREDONIA
Given K. U. Patrons
Electric rate reductions directed by the Public Service Commission, to become effective with
meter reading on and after April
1, will save Kentucky Utilities
Company customers approximately $500,000 a year on the basis
of previous usage, Robert M.
Watt, president of the company,
announced in Lexington on
Tuesday.
The total of rate reductions
made in the last eight years now
saves company customers about
$2,250,000 in the cost of service
on the basis of previous usage,
Mr. Watt said.
"Since January, 1940, the
company's average domestic
customer has increased his use
of electricity 45 kilowatt hours a
year, but his expenditure for
electric service now is $3.45 less
a year," Mr. Watt explained.
"Electric service is the only
necessity I know of that costs
less today than before the war,
and that has not been restricted
in use since the war began," Mr.
Watt said.

NEWS

mother, Mrs. Oscar Scarberry,
(By Rachel Turley)
Mrs. Veldon Yandel returned and Mr. Scarberry Sunday afhome last week. She had been ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Miller and
visiting relatives in Chicago.
Miss Juanita King, Nashville, Mr. and Mrs. Jack HalTis, all of
visited her mother, Mrs. Kate Columbia, Tenn., visited Mr. and
King, and brother, J. W. King, Mrs. T. R. Feagan Saturday.
and Mrs. King a few days last
Master Ted Feagan who has
week.
been ill is improving.
Miss Lema Sisco, Clarksville,
Mrs. Billy Smith is visiting
Tenn., spent last weekend with
her sister, Mrs. Ivan Bennett, friends in Kuttawa.
and Mr. Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Tabor and
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Hollo- daughter, Doris Jean,
are visiting
man, Evansville, spent last week- Mr. and Mrs. John Tabor in
end with Mr. and Mrs. Cavilla.
Salem.
Mr. and Mrs. John Rice and
Mrs. Russell Milton and childDick, were, in Evansville Thurs- ren, Charles and
Mary Nell,
day.
of Farmington, Mich., are visitMisses Frances Young and Eva ing her parents, Mr.
and Mrs.
Blackburn spent Friday night Ed Harmon.
with Miss Barbara Dorroh.
'
1. Misses Edna and Ruby Jean
Mr. Lee Redden who formerly Baker spent
last weekend with
tught here has entered school in
Miss Margurite Wylie in PrinceLexington. Mrs. Wood Holloway
ton.
is teaching in the vacancy of Mr
Redden.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubra Litchfield
were in Blackford Sunday yisitNATIONAL
LIFE AND
ing his mother who is ill.
ACCIDENT
Mrs. J. A. Wilson is seriously
, ..1 51.0514.141(r
COMP.Anir

Billy Loyd who is in the Navy
at Great Lakes, visited his grand-

YOU

British Ships Hit Peak
In Carrying Passengers
London (JP)—Over 250,000 persons, including members of the
civilians,
armed services and
were carried last year by British
Merchant Marine ships of the
Sea Transport Service, or ships
other-wise controlled
by the
Ministry of Transport. This number is almost four times the total
of passengers carried in ordinary
passenger ships between the
United Kingdom and non-European countries before the war.
Japanese residents of Brazil total about 180,000.

NOT JUST A BOLT
OF YARD GOODS...

it's lovely dresses...
smart pajamas .. .
new clothes for the kids...

High Mark Set For
Victory Gardeners
Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale, a
member of the Pottertown Homemakers' club in Calloway county,
is again mapping out a large
Victory garden this spring. Last
year, for her family of three,
she canned 600 quarts of food,
most of it vegetables. Included
were poke, turnip greens, mustard, tendergreen, green beans,
two kinds of lima beans, okra,
squash, tomatoes, tomato juice,
two kinds of pumpkin, corn,
corn-on-the-cob, two kinds of
shell beans, four kinds of peas,
kraut, kraut juice, carrots, beets,
soup mixture, baked beans and
pimentoes. She also canned
rhubarb, grape juice, grapes,
pears, apples and Damson plums,
as well as chicken and beef. She
had 50 quarts of peaches and
berries left from the previous
year.

You as an American farmer want to do everything
Possible to fill the Nation's breadbasket. Don't let
a shortage of cash hamper you.
Your Government wants you to make full use of
Your land—and it is our business to lend you money with which to buy seed, feed, equipment and
have implements repaired.

the time.

Number 38

to taxpayers in your district.
There was so much confusion
coming out of Washington in regard to the "Pay As You Go
Bill" that the people didn't realTreasury Department
ly know 'what to do and the asInternal Revenue Service
sistance that your paper gave
Collector's Office
us and gave them finally got
the very best results. I want to
The District of Kentucky
thank you on behalf.of the ColLouisville, Ky.,
lector's Office for this splendid
March 24, 1943
service.
Dear Editor:
Sincerely yours,
I want to take this opportunity
S. R. Glenn, Collector.
to thank you for your splendid
The Canadain National is the
cooperation during the filing
period of the income tax. Your only railway in North America
paper rendered a great service which operates a shipbuilding
not only to the Government but yard.

•
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less than the best Environment?

Letters To The
Leader Editor

FARM LOANS to help
our farmers Produce
more food . .

it

Section Two

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, March 25, 1943

s Trained
Army Life

a Gro-Pup
ge pkg.

Put yourself in your advertisement's place
Then would you be satisfied with

Check your needs now and come and talk things
Over—vve're here to serve you.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

TIIE HONOR ROLL BANK

N
Sula & Eliza Nall

OT just a bolt of Yard Goods, it's much more than that! It's a new dress for Mrs. Miller
—Play Suits for the Fletcher kids—Pajamas for Mother and Dad—a Bedspread for

Aunt Martha! It's the hundreds of clever and useful and pretty things into which the nimble
wits and shuttling fingers of women can transform it. In a sense this simple bolt of Yard Goods
is the crest and hallmark of a great American business—The J. C. Penney Company.

invite you to attend a showing of
the complete summer collection of..

LEVINE
ORIGINAL
frocks

THE FIRST PENNEY STORE, OPENED 41
YEARS AGO IN KEMMERER, WYOMING,
SET A NEW PATTERN OF NEIGHBORLY,
LOW COST, RETAIL STORE SERVICE.

under the personal direction
of

Max E. Loeb
the LEVINE representative

Yard Goods were a major part of the stock in
trade'of Mr. J. C.' Penney's first little store —
opened 41 years ago this month in Kemmerer,
Wyoming.
From the outside it looked far from impressive.
Inside, though, people discovered it was different.
For this store was dedicated to a new kind of store-

keeping—to a neighborly ides—an idea as typically American as ridasharing and quilting bowl
Mr. Penney didn't think "How much can I taker
but "How much can I give?" He eut out useless
frills, charge accounts and deliveries; paredepticas
to the bone; preferred many sales at small PK&
to a few at large profit.

FRIDAY, MARCH 26
THE PENNEY IDEA SPREAD, AND GREW, UNTIL TODAY PENNEY STORES
THE ENTIRE MAP OF THE UNITED STATES

You will have an opportunity to
make a personal selection at this
time.

LEVINE
ORIGINALS
is better stores throughout •
the country and
at

Sala & Eliza
Nall

Eenunerer took to the first Penney store as buffalos take to pasture,
So did Moscow, Idaho later on. And Salt Lake
City, Utah. And San Antonio, Texas. And today
there are over 1600 Penney stores in all 48 states,
and Penney's is truly an American institution.
For every hundred dollars.worth of sheets, or
blankets, or shoes, or Yard goods the Penney store
selh in Peoria, Illinois or Scrinuon, Pennsylvania,
a. Savannah, Georgia, it pays back honest and subanis] savings.

DOT

For every hundred dresses, or shirts, ot overall' k
sells in Waltham, Massachusetts, or Stockten,Ca*
fornia, or Chillicothe, Ohio, it pays back rich WTI
dends in load salaries, rent and taxes.
Today Penney stores from Coast to Coast an maks
ing a tremendous contribution to the nation's we*
time program of Thrift and Savings. Today Ps'.
ney stoats, in neighborly fashion, anbelpbsg
balance the household budgets ot vfllLni
America:IL Today Mr. Penney's 41 year old kiss
of success through giving. rather duo tilde& is
still die Penney way.

M
ij
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• wwwww• ••
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Homemakers' Schedule
Thursday, March 25--2:00 p.m.,
Eddy Creek, Mrs. Badget Gray,
hostess; Friday, March 26-2:30
p. m., Hopkinsville Road, Mrs.
Lester Paris, hostess; Saturday,
March 27-2:00 p. m., Hall, Mr$.
..13arnes, hcairess;
March 30, 2:00 p. m., Cobb, place
to be announced; Wednesday,
March 31, 2:00 p. m., Fredonia,
Mrs. T. L. Grubbs, hostess.

Friendship
Mrs. Harold Smith was hostess
to members of the Friendship
Homemakers Club at its regular
meeting Thursday afternoon. Program was given by Mrs. J. Wilburn Crowe, who had charge of
a lesson on the making of yeast
breads.. The home agent led a
discussion on home nursing.
Mesdames Orland
Newsom,
Deamon Morris, Floyd Hunter,
Orville Bates, Glenn Bevel,
Herman Oliver, Willie Wyatt, Joe
Stanley, J. Wilburn Crowe, Leon
Cummins and Harold Smith were
present.
01 E ON SOUTH AMERICAN TOCR--Vice President Henry A.
Wallace waves a cherry farewell as he boards a Pan American
clipper at Miami, Fla., for a tour of Central and South American
countries. He said he was looking forward to renewing his acquaintance with old friends in the neighbor republics.

Air Corps Restores
Paralyzed Muscles
Tampa, Fla. (JP)—The Army
Air Corps uses light, cold, heat,
water and the laying on of hands
to restore paralyzed muscles,
stiff joints and burned skin of
its fliers at MacDill Field and
the officers and men on the
ground who keep them flying.
An estimated 50 treatments are
given daily at the physical therapy ward to put the men back
in fighting trim as soon as possible and keep injuries from causing permanent disability.
Electrical stimulations also are
used for restoring muscles to
normal, interruptions of the current causing muscles alternately
to expand and contact.
The department, organized a
little over a year ago, consists of
six rooms containing the latest
type of equipment for physiotherapy.

Start today to brightenup, paint-up, fix-up the
things you can't replace!

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINTS

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

SEMI'LUSTRE
Ideal for kitchen and bathroom walls and ceilings—
also woodwork.
Amazingly
washable.
Beautiful colqt.
Ors.

S-W Porch Paint

1 25 qt.

S-W Mar-Not Varnish. . 1.49 qt

The collective I ;mewl

It All Depends
On The Point Of View

Homemakers

100
July 1914 1915
1940

EsAug.193

1916
1941

1917
1942

1918
1943

1919
1944

1920
1945

RISE IN LIVING COSTS COMPARED WITH LAST WAR—This
chart shows comparative rises in the nation's cost of living for
World War I and World War II. Based on U. S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics and estimates of OPA chief PrentisS Brown, present
living costs are 23.3 percent above Sept. 1, 1939. These increases
lag far behind those of 1914-1920 war and post-war periods, when
prices advanced 40 percent in comparable period. During present
war, prices rose abruptly after Pearl Harbor, tended to flatten
out after April 1942 price controls went into effect. In the first
war, prices increased after mid-1916, rose abruptly in 1917, and
went to 200 percent in mid-1920.
—AP Telemat

Otter Pond

The Otter Pond Homemakers'
Club met Tuesday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Brad Lacy.
Mrs. H. C. McConnell, chairman,
was in charge. Major lesson, on
yeast bread making, was given
War Plant Starts
by Miss Scrugham, home agent.
'Stork Service'
The social program was led by
Camden, N. J. (JP)—A stork Miss Mashburn. The group adservice for busy war workers is journed to meet in April with
in operation at the RCA Victor Mrs. Homer Mitchell.
plant here.
Present were: Mesdames P. J.
The service came to light when Blackburn, George Martin, Jr.,
By John Grover
"tight" in refrigerator cars that
a worker told his foreman that Ray Martin, Jimmie Mitchell,
Associated Press Features
may be serious.
the stork was hovering over his Jim Neal, Homer Mitchell, Claude
Rationing has dumped a load
Already there's the beginning
house. He didn't want to take McConnell, Ferd
Wadlington,
time off to wait for the bird to Brad Lacy, W. S. Denham and of new problems in Washington, of a squeeze in cars to transland, yet he was afraid his wife Miss Lucy M. Mashburn. Visitors where problems already come in port citrus fruit from Florida
would have transportation diffi- present were: Miss Irene Mash- bunches, like bananas.
Rep. Wright Patman's small to replace high-point tomato
culties. And there are no out- burn and Miss Nancy Scrugham.
committee gets an in- juice. The big squeeze is due
business
side telephones in the restricted
for June. Millions of city housevolume
creased
of protests from
area in which he works.
wives plan to can vegetables this
Kits
Protect
Soldiers
retailers.
complain:
food
They
"We have just the thing for
year. That means that abnormdriving
rationing
is
(1) that
you," the foreman said, grinning. Against Snakebite
ally large shipments of canning
"Just leave word at the personTarpon Springs, Fla. (W)—An them out of business; (2) that stocks must move in refrigeranel department—stork service unusual contribution to the war larger retailers are favored un- tor cars to urban centers before
division."
effort is being made by Paul der rationing; (3) that rationing they spoil. (Ordinarily they're
The worker did. Later that day Saunders, 30-year-old secretary "paperwork" is driving them nuts commercially canned close to
the wife telephoned. The per- of the Chamber of Commerce and bankrupt, in that order.
The committee estimates that production centers and move to
sonnel department flashed word here.
market through the year in orrationed
canned goods constitute
to the husband over the plant's
He is now filling Army Medicdinary boxcars.)
normal
sales
public address system. Five min- al Corps orders for safety kits one-quarter of the
There are only 143,000 "reefutes later he was on his way in for protection of soldiers against volume of a small grocer. High ers" (as railroad men call rewhacking
are
the
point
values
a cab.
snakebite in reptile infested
frigerator cars) on U. S. railstuffing out of this revenue.
areas.
roads, a decline of 30,000 since
are
a
Deliveres
headache
unThe London tube, opened in
Each kit, a hollow, moisture
1928. WPB hasn't authorized con1863, was the world's first sub- proof plastic cylinder, contains der rationing. Delivery service is struction of any more. ODT plans
advantage
competitive
the
best
way system.
the following: A handy tournito restrict "reefer" shipments to
quet to be placed above the point the independent store has over tender produce, and ship the
of the bite to shut off the flow the cash-and-carry chains. A de- stuff that stands up better in
of blood toward the heart; a livery boy formerly could leave ventilated, ordinary
boxcars.
small knife to make incisions charged goods without a long Even so, it's doubtful if the availmust
stop.
collect
Now
he
ration
around the wound, allowing it to
able refrigerator cars can keep
bleed freely; a novel pump with "chips" every trip. It runs up up with urban home-canning
makes
costs
new
and
time
dewhich to draw off the blood inneeds.
fected by the rattler's bite; three mands on scarce help.
Other canning supplies look
Wholesalers,
with
an
eye
on
types of pump openings to apply
safe. There'll be plenty of glass
to different parts of the body, their tires and costs, tend to de- jars. Glass is one of the few
depending on the location of the liver to the retailers closest to plentiful industrial
materials.
bite; two ammonia capsules is a their warehouses. Small town Production of rubber jar rings
grocers
that
are
they
howling
stimulant to counteract the nerwill be authorized to meet devous shock; two iodine swabs to can't get stocks.
mands. Pressure cookers are
Patman's
has
the
committee
radisinfect the wound, and two
scarce, but kettles will do.
of
the
tion
smaller
woes
merboric bandages to be applied to
Farmers who,sell produce dicuts after blood is drawn from chant- under study. No basic remedical policy has been adthe infected area.
vanced. In all likelihood, there
will be further action to cut
Arsenate Of Lead
Tractors Increase
down book-keeping reports, and
London (iP)—It is estimated to ease restrictions on wholesal120,000 tractors were used in ers to permit wider deliveries.
Pfeiffer's Paris Green
British agriculture in 1942, more It's hoped that increased sales of
than doubling 1939's score of fresh vegetables will replace
Blue Stone For Plant Beds 50,000.
the lost canned goods revenues.
This substitution of fresh for
For years the Fuggers, 16th canned foods is building up anBone Builders
century German bankers andin- other cross-fingers-and-hope-fordustrialists, made 541
/
2 percent the-best situation. Office of Deon their money.
fense Transportation expects a

Rationing s Sore Points

25,19

ings of American
$21,000,000.000.

defend...Raleigh, N. C. (.41-'A
for trial
ant in superior court
was asked
on a minor charge
time
whether he ever had served
years for
30
"Yes
prison.
in
man
fighting, Your Honor," the
replied.
long
"Why did you get such a
seritente-for fighting?" asked the
judge.
"The
"Oh," came the reply,
died."
with
fighting
was
fellow I
collect
rect to consumers must
ration coupons, obey retail price
reports.
laws and make retailers'
vegetables,
This applies to fresh
dried produce or farm -canned
edibles. It applies now to pork
extendon the farm and will be
ed when general meat rationing is instituted.
That's the way the "initiation"
period of food rationing stacks
up. There's no prospect of eased
raioning restrictions. Rationing
is here to stay through the war,
and will be extended. A good
home garden and plenty of
home-canning are "musts" on
the 1943 list for the prudent.
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Wanted! M1.11 And
Women Wh,, Are
Hard Of Hearing

To make this
hearing test. If you ar,
arily deafened, bothered by ,
ing buzzing head noises dos
hardened or - coagulated
(cerumen), try the ()urine
Method test that so many
enabled them to healwefl
You must hear better after
lug this simple test or
You
your money back at once
about Ourine Ear Drops
at Dawson's Drus Store.
_

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE
In Standard Old

Line

panlee . . . Safety for Y
Property and Peace of
for Yourself.

A pair of modishly slashed
breeches for the 16th century
gentleman might require 100
yards of material

"
I
"
IS FOR INSURANCE
•• Also for Important. Your insurance ,
1
important for your protection—and for your
peace of mind. Insurance has been our business for 4 years.

"Honestly, It's the best policy"

Mark Cunningham
INSURANCE
111 W. Market St.

tel. xi
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70c pt

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

SWP NOUSE PAINT
Your home is your biggest
and best investment. Protect it more tho-oughly,
I astingly,
with Amer$3.25
ica's favorite
house paint!
per gal.

We Have A Complete Line
Of Field Seed

Sidewall, Ceiling and Border

Soybeans - Dash-5 - Kingways
Dash-7 - Virginia Browns

Will Cost $4.38 Complete

Mixed Peas - Ogdens

—*

CLOSING °ITT
All Our Last Season Stock
At Reduced Prices

If you are going to plant soy-

hot
e
th

th
las
the
urr
ere
eld
ye
nt
in
A
.*d

after application is
is payable when that
ended. Application ma
only on the official f.
are available at rece
is, recruiting stations,
tars of the Red Cross,
command headquarters
Office of Dependency :
.,y men may also auth,
E allotments—voluntar
ents for their depend
civilian life insurance p
or to a bank for a sa
a checking account in
.er's name or that of a
.ent. It may be for
wit, providing the so
es himself $10 a month

Jean Blythe School of Dance

1))

"a

War Workers
Will resume Regular classes March .

III

and Classes scheduled on Monday thr
Saturday will begin at regular time.

414 Hopkinsville St.

Cut Out for Artless
•Styled for Comfort

Call '"7'W

--limmommemtA
WE PRESCRIBE

A
X

Dri-14,a
ARMY WEIGH
Tough, Rugg
The Fightin

11111,11101... a two-piece
Spring tonic by Dorsa;sheer crepe
skirt with a contrasting linen
jacket. The lace applique and tiny
pearl buttons on jacket match
the skirt. Note the
cord tucking
around throat. Available in an
enticing variety of Spring colors
that are just what
the doe'
ordere(l. Junior sizes 9 to 15.

same weIght

as the
Verifies and in the gove
smart
lei color
that's vat dyed
*it way.
Shirts and Pan
farized for
rellY tailoredpermanent fit
SHIRTS

•

•

beans or hemp, come in and
make your applications for fertilizer. We have a complete and

OTHER PATTERNS

ample supply at present.

4°

-it

per roll
land p

Rirr

Cayce-Yost

CORNETTEN
INCORPORATED

Stationers

$2.98

hie aitrother
nd

Work Shoen
10uah with 2
(44k soles,
full
solid leather
taunters, storm
C°0dYear welt. welt and

IN HOPKINSVILLE, IT'S..
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110111.
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IS NOT TOO EXPENSIVE

ENAMELOID

SHERWIN•WILLIAMS
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e
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'rate hospitals in Great
receive government g
special services, such as
tment of certain types

1% all Paper

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

Eldred Hardware
Co.

d

at

Soybean Inoculates

Brighten-up furniture,
weodwork, toys and tools
with this easy- to
quick - drying one-coat
83c
enamel.
it

th
ar

Funk's Hybrid Seed Corn

3.50 gal

S-W Linoleum Varnish

Li V:
i 11

telatives a,
diers or

S-W Enamel Undercoat 75c qt
S-W Floor Enamel

Re
He
AV

Hopkinsville

WiCARSON

ERA1
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Thursday, March 25
The collective
ings of American financial
wotaah
$21,000,000,000.
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Method test that so Guru*
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DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE
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Property and Peace
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for Yourself.

John E.Young.A
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Princeton, kr,
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nt. Your insurance is
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Derby Pickers To
Have Tough Task

A sign reading UXB means, in
the language of the armed forces,
Unexploded Bomb.

Dr. Hallie C. Watt

The crystal gazers have a
somewhat more difficult time
this year trying to forecast what
rs or relatives applying
may happen in the 69th running
fly allowances shouTd- OEOPTOMETRIST
Kentucky...Derby-than_ for
of of relationship and
some years.
Phone
250
E. Main St.
ncy and attach it to the
All because Florida had an
the
time
it
subis
abruptly abbreviated season, the
on at
Santa Anita track in California
it was announced in a
from headquarters of the
did not ,operate, while New Orrvice Command, Fort
leans is not featuring many
Ohio.
races for top-notch 3-year-olds.
anitary evidence which
Previously, winter racing has
been a testing ground for 30 obtained, the bulletin
consists of certified copies
year-olds, whose owners may
have had Kentucky Derby amiblic or church record of
bitions. There, the culls were
0 and of the birth of the
weeded out, the good ones had
• children; and two affia chance to develop and be
of dependency, sworn to
Which Makes You
trained to razor edge and, thus,
terested persons for each
Weak, Cranky, Nervous—
before the arrival of April, it
nt, such as parents and
/ at such times you, like so Many
was possible to get a reasonsisters and brothers.
women and girls suffer from cramps.
headaches, backache, distress of "irregable line on the majority of newoily allowance is a govLeo Volger, Jr., calls his moth- ularities", periods of the blues—du
e to
comers to the 3-year-old ranks.
t check sent to the soldmonthly disturbances—
er after he had been sworn in as functional
Start at once—try Lydia E. Pinkham's
Winter racing, which has pointpendents regularly every
an Army Air Forces cadet at Vegetable Compound. This famous lied out—and pointed up—horses
quid not only helps relieve monthly
If the allowance is for the
Detroit. Volger enlisted in the pain
but also accompanying tired.
which might have shown nothate family or collatoral
RCAF
1941
in
at
the
age of 16 weak, nervous feelings of this nature.
ing in the Kentucky Derby had
This is because of it soothing effect
ents only, $22 a month is SEVEN DIE IN BUS-TRAIN
and
flew
190
hours
over Britain on ONE OF WOMAN'S MOST IMPORCOLLISION—Seven passengers on an intercity bus, shown
the Florida and California cambeside
do from his pay. If it is track, were killed in a collision with an
TANT OROANS
Illinois Terminal
paigning been denied them, also with the RAF before Pearl HarTaken regularly —Lydia Pinkham's
th types of dependency teen bus passengers were injured and two on the train electric train at Granite City, Ill. Fourbor.
He
will
graduate
from
were
high
Compound helps build up resistance
slightly
hurt.
The
train
did not
has a reverse result. Many horseaith is deducted. Benefits leave the track.
against such symptoms. Thousands
school
in
June
and
then
report
—AP
Telemat
men owning colts which had
upon thousands report benefit Also a
e dependents were listed
stomachic tonic Follow label direcperformed well over the sprint to the Air Forces. He will be 18 fine
ws: wife, $50; wife and
minced in soups or stews.
tions. Worth tnitripi
April.
in
—AP
Telemat
races
as
2-year-o
lds,
and
wife
and
who
2 children,
$62;
4. Scrub, rather than peel,
were confident their
charges
ife and mother only, $47,
root vegetables; • and cook all would do well
at 3, tested them
fe and parents, $80.
the
leaves
of
green
in
winter racing and learned the
vegetables.
soldier may apply for the
British women are advised to truth—that they just wouldn't
cc as soon as he is on
duty, and all enlisted men
spend two-thirds of their ration do over distances.
Even as other horsemen, holdfourth, fifth, sixth or
points on canned meat or fish,
ing their 3-year-olds in little
grades may apply. The
one-fourth on dried fruit, and regard,
because of disappointing Distress Of Indigestion Made
By Mrs. Alexander George
cc begins to accrue the
adequate diet out of a very few one-twelfth on dried peas and
performances at 2, saw them
after application is made
Associated Press Features
Him Afraid To Eat; Felt
beans. The only important foods emerge
foods.
from
mediocrity
to
payable when that month
in
the
United
There's a great aeai of talk in
Kingdom
Achy,
Sluggish, Miserable,
not
covHere
are the points the British
greatness.
ded. Application may be the United States
ered by rationing are bread,
these days Food Ministry stresses
States Mr. Pinson. Tells Of
So Derby Day of 1943 will
regarding flour, poultry, fresh
•nly on the official forms, about how to eat
fruits and arrive with a veil of mystery
well, though
His Case.
good nutrition:
are available at reception rationed. Most of
vegetables and fresh fish.
this talk is
shrouding most of the nominees,
recruiting stations, local not complaining.
Promine
nt and widely known,
I.
Use
The
of
cheese,
British
find, as we doubt- and while there will be some
milk and
It has a far
I s of the Red Cross, serv- greater element
Mr. Lilburn N. Pinson, for more
of bewilderment. dried eggs to take the place of less shall find also, that the nominees of outstanding ability,
mmand headquarters and Americans will
than thirty years a valued embe glad to man- meat. Dried peas, beans or len- most trying problem of living on based on 2-year-old performployee of the Southern Bell Telelice of Dependency Bene- age with less foods
rations is that of catering for a ances, it still will
because they tils, oatmeal
be a wild
and National Whole- single person.
know that's a major contribution
The government guess as to what these will do phone and Telegraph Co. and
meal Bread to supplement the has
owner of a fine 250 acre Pike
y men may also authorize they can make
issued recently a suggested under high weight
fo the war effort meat
and over Co. farm, residing at Zebulon,
ration.
allotments—voluntary alHow to manage is the problem.
list of menus for one person for the much longer route.
2. A cooked fresh vegetable one
Ky., said of Retonga:
ts for their dependents,
We can take great heart, in
week. Here are those for a
every day.
"For four years, I haven't
ivilian life insurance prem- this connection, from
typical day:
the ex3. A raw vegetable or raw
known what it was to enjoy a
✓ to a bank for a savings ample of Britain.
Breakfast: Porridge, Savoury Britain Pushes
Mr. Lilburn M. Pinson
Seventy-five salad
every day to take the Potato on
meal. Gas seemed to boil up in
checking account in the cents of every dollar
Toast, National Bread, Blitz On Pests
spent on place of fresh
my
fruit.
stomach
s name or that of a de- food in Britain is spent
until I felt my tress. I have regained fifteen
Margarine, Tea; Dinner: Cheese
on raLondon 141—Britain is run- breath would be cut off.
4. Potatoes—at least one pound Pudding
t. It may be for any tioned food. And the
I felt pounds. Food seems to give me
, Baker Jacket Potato, ning another war
British per day.
on
the
side—
undernourished, weakened and strength and
t, providing the soldier record of public health has
Watercress, Fruit Charlotte; Sup- against pests.
energy. I am rerisen
5. Use of dried milk for makmy muscles ached so I hardly
himself $10 a month.
amazingly since her population
per: Potato and Cabbage Milk
harassing
gas,
New methods of extermination had strength or energy to walk lieved of the
ing puddings and soups.
smothery feeling, constipation,
Soup, Parsley Sandwiches, Tea. against rats, mice
went on rations. You see, we
and insects are to my neighbors and back. I was
The press and radio give Britate hospitals in Great Brit- really "don't know nothin'
and my achy, sluggish, sleepless
Most Americans couldn't im- saving millions of dollars
yet." ish women
worth down to 170 pounds. I spent
lots of help on keep- agine living
ceive government grants But from a purely selfish
nervousness. I regret I can't tell
on such a diet, and of food. They have been tried
stand- ing the few
nervous,
foods
they
sleepless
ecial services, such as the point we can get some
have in- so far don't have to. We
nights and felt everyone suffering as I did
splendid teresting.
needn't, out at Britain's two main re- so
Emphasi
miserable when morning about Retonga."
s is put upon for instance, depend
ent of certain types of tips from
knowing how the saving
so much up- search stations, and are now bework
came I didn't feel like dragging
and
preventing on potatoes for vitamins
British housewife gets a balanced
Retonga is a purely herbal
that
ing
applied
to
every
town and myself out of bed. I was forced
waste. Here are a couple of typistomachic medicine combined
we have to eat them three times district.
cal waste-preventers, to which
to take strong laxatives and I with Vitamin
a day.
B-1 for the relief
War has been declared on cole- have spent so much money
we might well give attention:
with- of distress as described by Mr.
We have, however, obvious dif- optera, weevils, and crowds
War Workers Want Taitored-to-Takt-It
I. If milk sours, leave it for
of out getting relief I felt I was Pinson
when due to insufficient
ficulties ahead in keeping up other pests.
two days, strain it through musdoomed to suffer this distress flow of gastric
the very high nutrition standards
juices in the
lin or a handkerchief. Use the
the rest of my days.
stomach, constipation, and Vitawe've set for ourselves in this
Women buy 90 per cent of all
curds as cheese in sandwiches
"Retonga seems to have been min B-1 deficiency.
country. But we may be greatly food and 75 percent of all
Retonga,may
cloth- made just for my troubles. I am be obtained
and the whey in making cakes
at Dawson's Drug
encourag
ed,
through
the
example
ing
in
the
United
Cut Out for Action
States.
and buns or in soups, sauces
happily relieved of all my dis- Store.—adv.
• Made for Hard Wear
of Britain, in the thought that
Sty led for Comfort
and stews.
•Priced for Savings
we can build a strong, healthy
2. Keep bread in a tin in a
America on a considerably curcool place. Thus if it becomes
tailed diet. Plenty of bulk and
stale it doesn't mold.
Stale food value, but far, far, less
bread may be toasted or made
variety, that's what we have to
into rusks for eating with nonlook forward to. It's a great
meat meals or for
making challenge to the America cook.
n
Wheatmealies for use in place
of porridge as a breakfast cereal. But if the British can do it, surely we can
Wheatmealies are made by cutting bread into cubes and drying it in the oven. They are Quite A Shock
then stored in an air tight tin.
In This Corn Shock
3. Use all left-over porridge,
Knoxville, Tenn.—You might
expect to find corn in a corn
SIERACH-N04401t
shock, so city policemen Carl
The 30-minute ITCH treatment Only ONE application Suddath and H. B. McCarley
necessary. No great... no
mess, no soiled clothing, no poked around the piled stalks on
time lost from school. As a vacant lot. They
located 127
an aid to PREVENT ITCH,
use MuttsM 8 Gerrnicipial half-gallon jars of liquid corn—
Sulphur Soap daily. 25c. Get
It from your druggist or or moonshine whiskey—concealed
Inuits Lab , Florence, Ala.
within.

How To Be Happy
Though Rationed

WORK CLOTHES

You'll be walking more
than ever this year!
*
*
* 4- *
* Be prepared with
* plenty of comfortable

RMY WEIGHT TWILL OUTFITS
Tough, Rugged and Heavy as
The Fighting Man's Uniform
01...a two-piece
Dorsa;sheer crepe
contrasting linen
e applique and tiny
on jacket match
the cord tucking
I. Available in an
y of Spring colors
what the doe'
or sizes 9 to 15.

He's in Again

ame weight as the government
pecifies and in the smart Army
n color that's vat dyed to
stay
way. Shirts and Pants sanzed for permanent fit, rugfly tailored.

EVANGELISTIC
SERVICES
Ogden Memorial Methodist
Church

HIRTS"

MARCH 28 to APRIL 9
Inclusive

$2.98
ig
her Work Shoes
g and tough
with 2 full
alt soles,
solid leather
unters, storm welt
and
)odyear welt

$1.49
Big Brother Overalls
Count on dependable service from these sanforized
shrunk, heavy 8 ounce
weight styles

EDERATED

ORES

Two services daily, 2:30 in the
7:30 at night.

afternoon anti

AS SEEN IN ALL
LEADING FASHION
MAGAZINES

Good sermons by the Rev. I. M. Hargett, D.D., of
Louisville, and good singing led by the Rev.
Joseph L. Callender, of Providence.

The Ogden Memorial Church through its pastor,
Rev, E. S. Denton, invites you.

Princeton, Ky.

"Fine Shoes -- Fitted By X-Ray"

Thursday, March
The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky

Pocy. Four

Annual Crippled
Children's Drive
Set For Apr. 10-25

THE BIG ONE IS A 'SUPER BLOCK BUSTER'—The huge object at the right, which looks like a
water tank, is one of the "super block buster" bombs weighing 8,000 pounds being used by the
Royal Air Force in its night raids on German industrial cities and Nazi-occupied Europe.. The
—AP Telemat
-i00-pound bomb (I,.‘o aivr,
rompararive idea of its size.

"As work of the Kentucky
Society for Cripple Children and
the- ei ippled—etrildren --Georniniea-sion becomes better known each
successive year, less uncertainty
exists as to why it is necessary
to have an Easter fund raising
campaign so soon after the infantile paralysis drive, which always culminates with the President's Birthday Balls," said Neil
Dalton, Louisville, again acting
as chairman for the State.
"For information of newcomers to Kentucky who may not
be familiar with the campaign,
a word of explanation is indicat—AP Features
ed," Mr. Dalton said. "The Janaward this Certificaite of
uary campaign is for polio cases The Department of Agriculture will
participating in the 1943
family
farm
only, About 20 percent of the Farm War Service to every
-inch certificate, signed
14
by
11
The
State's cripples. Half of the food production program. Wickard, will be -presented by County
money raised is administered in by Secretary of Agriculturecompletion of the farm mobilization
USDA war Boards after
Kentucky by the commission, an
as "a simple word
the paper was designedfighting units of the
official State Agency. The other drive. Wickard said encouragement
the
to
of appreciation and
half must go to New York for
food front."
research.
'Dimout Dance'
"The annual Easter Drive of
Furniture
the Kentucky Society for Crip- Army
Created By Soldiers
pled Children is Kentucky's own Takes A Fall
Belfast (R)—Could be that a
drive for all crippled children.
Tulsa, Okla. (1P)—The Tulsa
dances was devised
It is conducted by men and
appeal for new fad for
their Tribune published an
volunteer
women who
recently.
here
accident
by
services all through the year, the public to contribute furniture
S. Army band was
U.
a
While
Army
and the money raised stays right for "living" rooms at
playing at a charity dance the
here.
camps. The next day someone oflights failed. The musi"The dates set for the camelectric
but still servpaign are April 10 through April fered a well-worn
cians obtained a kerosene lamp
25, and the quota is $40,000. iceable wrestling mat.
and placed it in the center of
Coming as it does, at a time
be divided into dis- the platform. Candles were placwhen all of us are financially State will
dance floor.
overburdened, the drive will tricts, and local chairmen have ed around the
flashlights to
borrowed
They
most
in
appointed
been
already
occasion some self-sacrifice in
the end of
At
music.
the
read
most instances; but there are sections.
Transportation difficulties will each number the flashlights were
4,779 youngsters on the combatmission's waiting list, many of make it necessary to rely largely" extinguished to conserve the
them requiring immediate at-, on the mails in soliciting mem- teries. Everyone had such a good
tention. This is a challenge that berships. Sheets of a hundred time that they extended the
must be met, for that is the Easter Seals at a penny each will dance an extra hour.
also be mailed throughout the
American way."
Everybody reads the Leader
As in former campaigns, the State about the middle of April.

Due to increased cost of operations, higher taxes, etc., it has
been found necessary for us to increase the price of ice. We do
this reluctantly, but the higher costs of operation have forced it
upon us and the Office of Price Administration has authorized us
to make this advance.

As you know, our gasoline has been rationed and so have our
tires and we have been instructed to reduce our mileage, therefore our trucks can make but one delivery daily and there will be
no special deliveries and no call backs, so be sure to get out your
ice cards early and place them where our boys can see them so
that you may be sure of being served. There will be no Sunday
deliveries.
We are conducting our business under extreme difficulties and
we are asking that you give us your hearty cooperation so that
we may serve you in the most satisfactory manner.

gtortoof Kthe GDivilgc
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ry.
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e revealed that
have
land consistently burned,
nial grasses and other
valuable forage plants are
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which are nearly worthlea
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BE SURE-INSURE
with

C. A. WOODALL,
losurance Agem
117 W. Main -

Phone

Should you spend more for Shoes
NOW that they are rationed?

NOTICE!

- 60 cents
. 30 cents
- 15 cents

F
March
off pasture lands In early
a practice still i. '
parts of Kentur .
to improve grad,:
grass production ill
year, whilein
ci,,...
single_disnrag
te,

IPIQuestion

ARMY'S AMPHIBIAN PEEPS TAKE TO WATER—Fresh off the assembly line that once turned
out Ford cars, these new versions of the Army's peep, a four-wheel drive, quarter-ton car that's
equally at home on land or in the water, take to the Rouge river near Detroit for test runs.

Therefore, commencing April 1st, our prices will be advanced
to the following schedule-

Burning Fails In„
Kill Broom Sedgerankfot,

War Farm Certificate
c cifliann
•AN44-•)=

25,19

The

RIGHT

Aintswer

Preference order M80 issued by the government April 25, 1942
-

=
-

3E

1
2

Incoporated

E

Preference Order M80, issued by the Government last March, made it necessary for all manufacturers, regardless of grades, to discontinue using all leather soles eight and one-half iron
and up of a quality suitable for military purposes. Therefore, you can assure your customers that
insofar as wear is concerned, it is not necessary for them to pay more for their shoes in order to
be assured of satisfactory wear because of rationing.
Many of our lines, such as Men's and Boys' dress shoes, Men's and Boys' work shoes, and
Children's shoes, are made with composition rubber soles. Even though they are retailed at low
popular prices, the wear which the consumer receives in these lines of shoes is probably two to
three times greater than the wear they could possibly get with leather soles, even though the
retail price is considerably higher.
During the past year we have been fortunate in securing sufficient labor and material so as
to keep you reasonably well supplied with merchandise, and you can
rest assured it is our desire to continue to do so in the future.
Sincerely yours,
CHAS. F. JOHNSON, Jr.
Vice President and General Manager
Endicott Johnson Corporation

As retailers for the past 21 years of popular shoes made by
Endicott Johnson, we know the above to be facts—Come in
let us fit you and be convinced. HIGH PRICE not necessary for
GOOD Wearing QUALITY.
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